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FOREWORD
i
This document supersedes Technical Memorandum No. 33-75, dated
February 12, 196:2, titled Stijfness Matrix Sti'uctural Anal!isis. The
computer program has been modified to meet the needs of the engi- mp r
neers that have used the program. The major modifications are:
1. Input data is part of output forlnat
2. Evaluation of mass properties
3. ThelTnal analysis
4. Jacobi's method for eigenvalue and eigenvector evaluation
5. Orthogonality check
6. Addition of a non-circular rigid-jointed member.
The original program was modified by Lincoln Laboratory of MIT
to iaerease the degrees of fi'eedom that can be handled. The identifi-
cation given for the program by Lincoln Laboratory is STEIGR.
v
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ABSTRACT
I
' ,457g --i 1
A computer prograln is described that solves structu, al pl'ol;lenls
having lulnped masses COlmected by weightless members. The pro-
gram is capable of handling 136 degrees of freedom with the option
of using any one of five different member types.
Using _he stiffness f_rlnulation, static deflections and loads, thermal
deflections and loads, eigenvalues and eigenvec|.ors call be evaluated.'
Jb
!
I. INTRODUCTION
A. General Description 2,. Three-dimensional structure, rigid joints, equal mem-
ber cross-section moment of inertia
A program has been developed at the Jet Propulsion .)
Laboratory (JPL) for the analysis of structural frame- 3. Planar structure, rigid joints, loaded in-plane
works. Since the pl'ugram is intended for use as a design 4. Planar grid structure, rigid joints, loaded normal-to-
tool, particular attention has been given to simplicity '"
and flexibility of input and output. It may tlms be used plane '¢:':
by personnel who have lind little training in computer 5. Three-dimensional structure, rigid joints, doubly ' :'_-
utilization, and input may eas:ly be revised to reflect symmetric cross-sections ".(l_lw"
--7.
changes in a design, ,. ,/2
The progrmn is coded in FOItTRAN-H versiorl-8 lan- B. Function ot Program -:
guage, operating under IBSYS, and may be run at any A structural fr;tmework will be defined as a stable sys-
IBM 7090 installation whose system is compatible with tern of uniform, weightk, ss members, and joints at which
that of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory and whose machine loads are applied and weights are lumped. Such a fi'ame-
has a 82K memory, work and its emironment may be described by the fol-.
lowing quantities:
The program has been written for the analysis of five
types of sh'ucture: 1. Coordinates of joints
1. Three-dimensional structure, pinned joints . 2. Geometric and elastic properties of members
1966005287-008
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3. Locations of restraints The stiffness matrix method of analysis was chosen over
possible techniques (e.g., flexibility matrix, force relaxa-
4. Weights at joints tion) because it most fully satisfies the following criteria:
5. Static load_ at joints
1. That it provide a complete analysis (dettectic_ns,
6. Temperature changes of members loads, normal modes)
7. Acceleration of a joint during free vibration in a III
normal mode -_.°That input be in a simple form
Given these as input, the program will perform the 8. That it analyze sfatically indeterminate structures
computations to provide the following as c:ltput: with no extra effort on the part of the user
i. Gcnter of x_eight and weight moments of inertia of 4. That it be adaptable to any type of framework
the s',ructnre
5. That a /-seful program be easy to write2 Deflections and member loads for static loadings
.'L }_/c_'lctiotls and equilibriu,n checks at each joint for 6. That the computer be utilized efficiently with respect
static loadings to storage capacity and running time
4. Deflections and ,;,ember loads for thermal loadings 7. That the accuracy of the solution be sufficient for
-" 5. Frequencies, m,:_'_, _;hapes, and member loads dur- engineering use and be predictable
ing free vibrafio, _:_._ormal modes
/
6. Reactions and r..i -, _ :ram checks at each joint for ,D. Operating Experience
dynamic loading_
• The program has been used extensively during design
7. Orthogonality cl,,_.':'. )f normal modes of various spacecraft vehicles. In the few cases where
prototype experimental data are available, correlation
C. Method of At,_._.:v_:s with p,'edieted results is good. Analyses of structures of
180 degrees of freedom have been pelforn;ed with no
The prog.,'an.' ,'. c,._.tes file stiffness mahix K for a accuracy problems, as indicated by a check on statiu ,
" particular _.:, ,,, ,,';'_ucttil'e fi-om geometrical data, and equilibrium of the structure and orthognnalky of the
pcrforLc_s st:.:, ,. _.._aormal-mode analyses by solving the modes.
_qna_ons
L: -_---K-' F and --71..U = K-' i'viU Machine time on the 7094 fol_complete analyses (static0l" )
and uormal, mode) varies from 1 min for 20 degrees of
where F is a matrix of static loads, M is a matrix of inertia fi'eedom to 20 rain for 130 degrees of freedom.
terms, U is a matrix of static deflectiqns or a normal-mode I1"
shape, and o, is the circular frequency of a normal mode.
Memher loads are computed fi'om a set of deflections U The input for the original Mariner-A basic structure,
and geometrical properties of the members, as an example, could be written in about 2 hr after appro-
priate ktealization. (The structure was of 90 degrees of
The thermal loads are computed by first calculating freedom, statically indete,'minate to the 48th degree.)
metal)or loads with all degwes of freedom fixed and Key-preaching the data cards required 20 n3in; machine
forces at each j: nt required to prevent joint motion time was about 10 rain. More than 25 revisions to the
,. caused by temperature increase. The thermal deflections original data have bee,l run during the design process.
of j(,ints and thermal loads in members are obtained by
superimposing the mcmher load,_ evahmted above to the Some ext,!'.rimentation has been done with very poorly
memher loads and joint d,'fections evaluated by applying conditioned matrices (in particular, Hilbert matrices) to
/:crees equal,lint ()pposite iu sigu,to the joint-restrainiug determine chc effect of c;mditioning on accuracy. E,n-
forces to tI:-structure, pirical results of these tests are p,esented in Section I I-K.
L i':, 2 /:
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II. MATHEMATICS i
i
/ I
f_
i
A. Notation k* t_e i 'l' to iv, j,i, eo|umn cl_mponent of norm4]izedt]
, generalized spring matriY
A s(tuare matrix
' [ ! ,
I, diagonal rnah'ix .(if _ ig('m,;_litl(.,, lop.c]matrix
A member area
M diagonal hilt: ix of ine '.tia telms
A u'' k 'l' matrix ' ,<,
m nmnher of joints in strllchlre, nol,ln__ll modd
A_ input member section property; thermal strains of
members m, inertia in i'" generalb, ed i.,m:ponrnt direction
ai acceleration of structure in xi direction my, inertia at point p in x, direction ,
"' N ' the i '_ row. j'" eohnnn component oS)4"imralized
au element of matrix A
,_ \vci_ht mat,3x
a_x') element of matrix &re) r
r -'* *" hi", thc i' row. 1:" column componcilt of normalized
:i B square matrix _elw,alized spring ni-il:rix
C square matrix N inpl,t control l_ararnetcr
,i
: c u element of matrix C n dcgrtw ofh'eedom of su-ueture, control parameter
'., D outside dialneter of circularmelnber cross section p first joint specified to describe menabe;- in input %
E elastic lnodulu_ ' d,tt-t ...
F matrix of static loadings P condition numb0r ., -,
.... /// ,
gencrahzed component direction; natu-f; load ini 'l' . i ,pq vector@omjointptolomtq
ral fiequency of i'u mode, eps pr vector l'l ?.m i')h,'t IJ to joint " =
fpl load at point p in the x, direetion ',' pk constant <
',i;': fv vector load applied to joint p in x,, coordinate q sceond jointspecificd to OeSCl'ibe iilenlber ill iliptlt
system tlata
; q,,, acceleration in m'" mode, in/see-'g gravit.v aeeehu'ation, :386.4 in./sec" /
tt depth of meml)er cross-section r symlml for a joint / ', _
I unit matrix" r, inpt,t restraint pariuneter
<q nlenlilRr length
I nlonlent of inertia of illelllhur cross-section
t time variable
I_ hi?merit ol7 inertia of men, er cioss-seetion about _ ._,
?; iixis T wall thickness of eireu,ar menlber eros.i-<:<.ction ._
,%
/ss weight moment : iflertia about thexs ax's through _i7" thermal gradient across inemi)er cro'A-secti(m ._ ._
the center of weig! ." AT thermal increase of nleniller , tI )_
1iI, cross [)roduet weight nlOlllellt of illertia about U inatrix of static deflection '
center of weight with respect to xj and xt axis U., vector mode shape, nl 'u ltormal ,:iode '
[, j ill[Hit joint iltlnll)er u, deileetio:i ill i 'l' g{,ncralized eonll')OllO_l{direction ':
K square stiffness nlatrix /
, llld deflection of joint p in X, direction; iunpiitudl' (if
i K llleillller s.'ction torsional stiffness pal';_;int,ter ltl, in the i"' i;ormal mode ,I
1' Kt,q square stiffness matrix relatin;g joint p to joir t q u,, vector dclh,etion of joint p in .r, cooMinatq systenl
I k,# element O[ lllatrix ill V 'm',!h'ix oieigWnveet;gl'S '
kis the itl' row, #',l,COhllllll eoinponelll2 of generalized Vm eigplr,'ector, H/HIil+lode
spring illatrix lIV diagollal nlatrix of weights
1966005287-0] 0
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W, component of weight (or weight moment of in- member loads m a linear structure are proportional to
ertia) in x, direction d, :3cchons u,, the expression of force equilibrium in an
Wi, i'" weight component of i::' joint n de_rce-of-frced(m_ srstem may be xvlitten\
X_' tri::i xt'eior, m::'mode. i" iteration ]_ = "_ k, m,: i = 1. n (1)
X trial vector .: ,
x_S i ''_ conL..,_-nent of X_' when- the k:; are col-,: :._.ts of proportionality. In matrix
X '_ k" - trial vector notation, the same equation is
x:,, coordinate of joi.t p in x, direction F = KU
x; r..'ferenee coordinate system
When., joint undergoes free vibration in a normal
x, unit vector it: x, coor'.-linate direction
mode m. its oomponent deflections must be of the form
x_ location of center of weigbt from xl axis
Z tra_,_formation matrix u; = u_,. sin ,o,_t
Z 'z' k:': transformation matrix The inertia load acting in the same direction is
a cmetficieu: of thermal expansion _i = - mi iti = ml u_,_ (._ sin w,,,t (2_
_t., ('lmstant
"/i c-os'hw of a.gle between member axif ;tnd x; axis Substituting this load into the expression fur force
constant equilibrium.
,L, eigenvalue, m': mode = l/,.,i'_, m_ ,i,,, ,.,-[,,= _ k;) us,,, i = 1. n
v Po.;sson's ratio s-: ''
t initial off-diagonal norm or. in matrix notation
,,,. final off-diagonal norm MU,,, .,,_, = KU,,,
v, i':' .}|f-diagonal norm
,, constant The analysis thus involves solution of two matrix equa-
tions: knowing a set of loads F to compute static displace-
p accuracy requirement meats U fi'om
_, unit vector in ;':' coordinate direction of member- F = KU
orient.'d coordinate system
_ meml}er coordinate system and knowing the inertia of the structure M to cmnputc
normal-mode shapes and frequencies (eigenvectors and
_,.. circular frequency. -"ad/sec eJgenvahles) U,, and o_,, from "_
Sign Col;vention: MU_ o,g = KU,,,
1. Right-imnded coordi,mte systems .Member loads may be computed from static displacements
U or properly normalized tnode shapes U....
2. Forces and displacements positive in positive co-
ordinate directions
3..Moments an.I rotations positive l)y right-ha_:d rule C. Generation of the Stiffness Matrix
about l_sitive coordinate axes In Eq. 1, if all displacements to; = 0, k 7-/=J, the resulting
e(luations are
B. Derivation of Matrix EquatMns L = k, i . , i = 1, n
At any joint in a strt;cture, a component of load f, The coefficient k,j ix thus the force component in the i"'
applied to the joint must be in equilibridm w:.,'.hmember direction per unit detlectJon in the i'" direction, all other
loads reacting on the joint in the sa,ne direction. Since deflections being zero.
4 F
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1. Matrices for the nwmbers meeting at joint 1 are computed as
I o--(.,)
if,t=,o,Lo og
for member (1-2) and
I 0-5 0._ 'u'}
0.5 0.5• = :tO_
[ I
L-o.5-osJ
for member (1-3).
2. The stiffness matrix of thc sh'ucturc will be set up in an 8 × S array with forces
(aud deflections) in the order
f,, L_, f-:, f_.
:3. Due to unit component deflections of joint 1, forces are produced which are
the elements of the first two cohmms of the stiffness matrix. These forces,
being reacted by loads in the members at jLint 1. are determined by adding
the matrices of members 1-2 and 1--3 as follows:
_- 1.5 0.5 {u,}
0.5 0.5
- 1 (1
0 0
= 10' ..........
-0.5 -0.5
-0.b -0.5
0 0
0 0
_ I
4. The comph,tc matrix is formed l)y simihu" superposition_:
- .!D
- f, \ 1.5 0.5 -J 0 -0.5 -0.51 0 0 u,
: l 0.5 0.5, 0 0 -0.5 -0.5 0 0
f, --I 0', 2 0 0 0', -1 0 u..
" 0 O: 0 i 0 --1 " 0 0 "
t '=_o, --0.5 -0.5:0 o i o:-o.5 0.5f, , , u:,'? " -0.5 -0.5: 0 -1 0 '21 0.5 -0.50 0 :--1 -o,-0.,50z,-' L-5 o.,_I I U 4: L 0 0, 0 0,, 0.5 --0.5, 0.5 0.5
6
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5. Restraints are introduced in tile form u_, "--:u,:. = u,: 2. Eacil dia_ona] tern} is positive and is large compared
= 0. Multiplying these known deflections through with all other elements in its row, since diagonal
the matrix, the first, second, and last columns make blocks a:e formed by superpesition of off-diagonal
: no contribution to the product and may be omitted blocks.
from the operation. Also, the forces f,,.[_..,f,_, are
unknown _eaetions to be .letermincd from the un- 3. Stal)ilitv of the structtlr(" is rettecte(, in the linear
indcpcJidencc of io_ s. a_tt._ row._ have been deletedrestraimd deflection eomr_onents.
" to account for restraints.
6. Analysis for the unknown deflections thus reduces to
solution of the equation _. It is generally sparse (many elements are zero),
since the position of matrix elements reflects the
[_., - 2 0 0 0 - 1--] i u.- t pre.senee ofmembers.
f__ 0 1 0 -1 0 } "ii I O. Generation of Weight and Load Matrices
]:._._. 0 --1 0 2 0.5 ( t storage of input quantities and contr.:c'ted to account for
'itll restraints in the same mann(.- as for stiffhess nmtrix col-[,, --i 0 --0.5 0.5 1.5 / - ureas. The diagon l matrix M is st red as a vector.
In sunmmry, the program generates the stiffness matrix Loads may be specified either as concentrated forces
as follows: or moments on the joint, or as linear and/or rotary accel-
erations of the structure as a rigid body. Loads at joi,lt p
1. Step through the joints consecutively, corresponding to acceleration in the i 'h coordinate direc-
2. For joint p, search list of member numbers for p. tion a; are computed as
;3. For each member pq, generate and store (tempo- fpl = r_t,_al
rarily) the nmtrix columns corresponding to deflec-
tions ut,.The submatriccs K,_,,K,a,have the following
locations: E. Weights, Ce_ter of Weight, and Weight
Moments of Inertia About Center of Weight
K'_I {u_'} The we,ghts are ol_tained by adding the values in eachi"' coordinate direction separately as
K,,, I
_ ,,",,, ,=1,_ 6
• t °'°
I_,, where m is the nunll_er of joints and W,.j is the j"' weight _ .-
K component of the p,h joint. -:°:f-_
- " The center of weight and weight moment of inertia - _-}
.-.. Search list of component restraints; delete rows and about center of weight are calculated assuming the first . i:
contract stiffness matrix eohmms vertically, weight component repre:,ents the weights in all three _:
(lirections. The ('enter of weight and weight moment of _ "'
5. Store contracted cohmms into main stiffness matrix inertia are calculated as
array, except where a cohmm corresponds to a zero
deflection component as determined by checking the _, WI,, Xl, jlist of component rest,'aints. Z._
A few properties of the stiffness mah'ix are evident from _ W,=P !
its derivatiol_:
i_1 iii ,
1. It is symmetric, a consequence of Maxwelrs reci- Ijj = _ W,,, (._'_.4 x/,,) -- __W,,, (_ + _:i') (J -/- I,-.¢-1)
proeity tlleorem. _'' _'!
3
7 ,_¢4
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and 3. Forces equal and opposite to tile restraint forces
(determined in step 2) are applied as static loads
l,, 7 -- £I j_:= _ _ _1xH x,_ _ ._- W_., [i _ k) to the structure and member loads and joint deflec-p-t p:_ "" tions are calculated (Section II-F).
Tlae terms _, ::H, Ij_, z,nd lj_.art defined as location of 4. The addition of member loads calculated in steps 1
center of weight along xi direction, coordinate of joint p and 3 give the thermal loads of the structure, and
'" i _ the deflections calculatea in step 3 are the thermal :_in x_ o_rect on, wei. ht moment of inertia about the xj
axis through the center of weight, and cross-product dispiacements of the structure.
weight moment of inertia about center of weight with
respect to xj and x._axes, respectively. H. Normal-Mode Analysis
An iterative procedure for computing solutions U,,
F. Static Analysis and o,,, of the equation
Given the matrices K and F, the deflections of U are KU,, = _,,_MU,, (8)
computed from
is developed in this Section.
U = K-IF
First, the above equation will be transformed into
_r
O _'/nby gaussian cimfination. No row interchanges or pivot AV,,, = %_
tests are pe]f_rLqed, since the diagonal of the stiffness
matrix is al_vays strong; i.e., the diagonai element is the or
largc_t nmnber in its r,,w. Overflow or undertow during L
an arithmetic ol_e,atien is not sensed, so the elimination (A - (_,%I) V,, = 0 (4) I
process continues with whatever remains in the aceumu- where A is real and symmetric. Solutions to this equation
lator, have the following properties (Refs. 1-6):
Experience with th;s basic procedure has been good. 1. There are n solutions _,, V,,,, where A is of order
It has provided results to highly ill-conditioned problems n X n.
which compare favoral)ly with those computed by more
sophisticated techniques. 2. The eigenvalues o,_, are all real and positive, and
the eigenvectors V,,, are real.
Static member loads are computed from the deflections & The eigenvectors are orthogonal with respect to the : "
U and the geometry of the structure..-_.ppropriate equa- unit matrix
tions for each member type are given in Appendix B.
V., = 0 (k # m) (5)
Equilibrium check at each joint is made by summing
the various loads (member loads plus external loads) in 4. The length of an eigenvector is indeterminate; i.e., .'
the x, directions. The unbalanced loads at the restrained if V,, is a solntion, a,, V,, is also a solution, where .
joints are the reaction loads on the structure, a,,, is a constant.
5. Any vector X of order n may be represented by a i
G. Thermal Analysis linear combination of eigenvectors i ;1
The thermal analysis is performed as follows: X = _ a,,,V,,, (6) I
1. The load in each member of the structure induced "=1
by temperature chm:ges, with all joints restr_fined, There arc two principal reasons for performiog the |
,, are calculated and stored, transformation: 1
I
2. Equilibrium checks at all originally nm'estrained 1. Equation 8, representing an undamped sh'ucture, [
i joints of the structure are made to determine the can only have real, positive eigenvalues. It is pos- ]
' loads imposed by the temporary restraints. The re- sible, however, for roundoff during operations on K
straint forces on the joints are stored, and M to produce an equation of similar form withi,
8
i
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H
k
imaginary components in its solution. The eonver- changes or checks for division by zero pivot elements are
I gent proce:;s, using real arithmetic, will not converge performed.
on such solutions. This problem is avoided if the
matrix A in Eq. 4 is kept symmetric. Solutions of Eq. 10 for the largest value c_"x,, and the
2. Use of the orthogonality condition is simpler if correspouding value of V,, will now be found. From
eigenveetors are orthogonal with respect to the unit Eq. 6 any vector
matrix rathel :.han to auother matrix X = _' V,.(tinZ-.,¢
VrBV,.:O (k_m) .....
SO
The transformation is effected by defining
M= M':M '_ (7) CX = C (_-]a,,,.,,,, V.,)
where, since M is a diagonal matrix of positive elements,
M"- is also a diagonal matrix whose element _n the i"' row = _ u,,,CV,,,
is (mi)'% and tim corresponding element in M-'_ _s
I 1/(,nO'L Also. let = _ ct,.X,,,V,.
tit - |
v,. = M'-"U,,, (8)
and similarly, .,
Substituting Eq. 7 into Eq. :3, /,, \
-_M'-"M'-" U,,, (9) C(CX) = C'-'X= C (y] a,,,x.,V,,,)l_Um = (%" v. l
t|
Substituting Eq. 8 into Eq. 9, = __]a,, X_,,V,,,
Itl 1
M-'" KU ..... ,,,
or. in general,
or
M-'= KM .... V,,, = (,,_,,g,,, C_X ct _ V,. (11)
III - I
Since K is symmetric, the product If the multiplication process is continued, the right
A = M-'= KM-'-" side of Eq. 11 will eventually be dominated by powers
of the largest eigenvalue M:
is symmetric and the desired formulation
O; X-_., x_, V, k--->
AV,,, = ,,,_,V,,,
is achieved, where In practice, _o keep the eomoonents of X_i+_l= CX_il
fi'om becoming too large, X_i+_ is normalized after each
U,,, = M-'_ V,. multiplication so that its largest eomponeat is 1. (This is
and ......are the desired solutions, permitted since the lengths of the V's are arbih'ary.) _:
Normahzed versions of X _'_ are multiplied through C #
The solutions of Eq. ;3corresponding to smallest values until X_) converges to V, and the normalization factor to t
of ,.....ar,. of primary importance in shuctm'al appliea- M. Multiplications continue until the maximum difference ";• ._E
tions, si::ec larger deflections and loads occur dul'irlg between components of Xti) and X ('+') is within a given "v:"
vibration at lower frequencies. The itcrative process to tolerance, or tmtil a maximum number of cycles has been
be described converges most readily on the eigenvalue performed.
of largest magnitude, so a transformation of Eq. 4 is
For obvious reasons, the foregoing procedure is called
performed: tile "power method." It is a generalization of Stodola's
CV,,, = A,,,V,,, (10) method, where successive guesses at a mode shape XC,_)
where C = A-_ and _.,,.= 1/(,,_, are used to eompnte better guesses:
:" Am ,'_.m_
The inverse is computed by straightforward gaussian CX_) v ,i+_)
elimination on the upper triangular half. No row inter- ete. . ,.:
9
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At any stage in the convergent process, an approxi- Given an arbitrary mnnber p,
mate eigenva!ue of better accuracy than the current n
eigenvector is given (Ref. 1) by Rayleigh's Quotient, (C- pl)X = Z ,t,, (C- pl)V,,,
defined as ""
n
XrCX = Z (t,,,(CV,, -- pV,,,)
,kr- xr X "' N
If, in Eq. 6, a, = 0 = k it,,,(a,. - p)V,,,
tit- I
X = _ (t,,,V,,, Powe;s of both sides are
m _ "2
and (C - ply' X .-- __. u,,,(_.,,,- py_ V,,
• , ol ",
C_ X = _ a,,, ,_,_,V,, which converges to
1_1t e
(C - pl) _ X.--,a,,,(x,,,- py,,,V.... h-_
then convergence will be to the next largest eigenvahm
,v..and eigenvector V._,.This condition may be obtained by where (a,,, - p).u is tl,e largest value of the difference.
The problem here is to choose values of p whichapplication of the orthogonality condition of Eq. 5 to
keep an arbitrary vector X orthogonal to V, (or any 1. will hasten convergence by increasing the ratio
known eigenvectors). Thus if V, is known, the transfor-
mation of an arbitrary vecto," X to a vector X, orthogonal '_' - P > '3z
to V, is as follows: ,L. - p A...
i 2. will not force convergence to a nmde other than theII
! X = _ a,,,V,,, first by causing (x,,, - p) to be greater than (,x._- 1)L
111:1
The effect of the prc2edure is to orthogonalize the trial
VT_X = _ a,,,VT_' V,,, = at Vtr g_ vector X 'k' to an eigenveetor V,,, if p = ,%,is chosen, since
.... X (':' = (C - a,,, I)X''-" = a, ._._-'(X, - a.,,,)V,
V _x,= O--V_X-a,V_V,
, + .. (0) V,,, -  ....
X, = X - a, V, has no component of V,,,. In this context, a "troublesome"
eigcnvector is one whose eigenvalue is close to that being
V_ X -r sought. Convergence is hastened if compoimnts of the trou-
= X V-_,cV-7_ _ blesome eigenveetor in the trial vector X are "sup-
pressed." Components of troublesome vectors are never
Similar transfonnations orthogonalize X to other eigen- completely suppre,;sed, since even if p = ,X.... roundoff
vectors V.., V:,, etc. will soon replace troublesome components in X as p
takes on values far from ,%,.
: Wimn eigenvalues are close, say
: When ,x.,is close to M, the trial vector approximates
.- ,x, _ ,X_ V, after 'many cycles, although convergence to the true
the trial vector becomes cigenvector is slow. If the approxinmte first cigenvector is
X,, a trial vector X.. orthogonalized tn Xt will converge
X_ = u, X_V, + u..x(: V..
., - - to an approximation of V.:. The Rayleigh's Quotient com-
putcd from X...is a better estimate of the true _,::,and is
, in which powers of ),,cannot dominate those of ,X_for any an effective vah,e of p to accelerate convergence on Vt.
reasonable k. The process described above will be modi- But, since
fled to speed convergence to the larger of close eigen-
va'lucs. As befo,'c, [ X,, - X_I >>'{a, - a_ {
X = k (*'' V,,, use of p = x...will also strongIy increase components of
,,, , the lowest eigenvecto}'s V,,, ", V,, in X, The solutmn to
1.,i
iJ
f' 10 ..
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this quandry is to alternate values of p between an esti- stopped, however, convergence nil a second mode ortho-
mated upper eigenvalue and zero, thereby suppressing gonal to the frst will 1)e obtained. The same is trtle in
components in X of eigenvectors at each end of the range the case Of many degrees of b'eedom and scvc,'al identi-
of eigenvalues. Eigcnveetor components near the iniddlc cal frequencies.
of the range are then suppressed by vm-ying p between
zero and 0.6125 _,,,, where x,,, is the eigenvaiue currently There is still the possibility that convergence on the
being sought, first eigenvalue and
X = (qV, :- a.,V.
Variations of p with the power method may be con-
cisely described by the continued product notation will :,ot be refined enough to eliminate components of
'.__L lower vectors in X. No test on this error is available. In
! I m. = a, a.. .... a,, practice, enough iterations have been made that physically
k , reasonable mode shapes have been obtained in several
or prcblems with multiple eigenvalues.
q q
I_- (C -- p,,l)X = _ a,, -_ (a,, - p,:) V,,, (12) Convergence is tested by searching fin the ,naxinmm
_:' "'' I'' difference between elements in successive trial eigen-
which denotes products of (C - lh, l) and (,%, - pi.) with vectors. If all
pk varying from p, to p,,. x"' .'.x'/,"- < {, i -- 1, n"]l
The procedure for automatic selection of p_: in Eq. 12 iterations are stopped on that mode and begun on the
may be sumnlm'ized as follows: next. Tile criterion c varies from 4 X 10 -{ when coarse
1. Set p = 0. Obtain estimates of the highest six eigca- estimates of the eigenvalues arc required to 4 X 10-r for
values by five iterations on each. the final cycles.
2. Alternate p_. = a,,,.,, 0. "", a,,. 0, 0.9 ,L,,.,, 0. 0.81 Initial guesses at the trial vectors X"' arc required to
_,,,q, 0 to force convergence on ,%, If ,%, l >0.999 start comergence on each of the six modes computed.
_.,,,, use p, = 0.99 ,L,, to prevent undne suppression These are taken as successive nmmalized products of the
of the desired eigcnvcctor, diagonal of C X C. in reverse order: r..-_
3. Vary ph in the range 0 < pa _ 0.6125 ,t,,, by a quad-
_(I, __ C,i
ratic formula emphasizing values of p_, near zero.
Repeat a maxinmm of 20 times for each mode, X .... C........ X"'
• m ' " ,i
checking convergence at each cycle, i
The vector X,, should be a fair guess at the frst mode
4. Repeat steps 2 and 8 five times, shape, since its components are largest where mass and
flexibility arc largest. This guess improvcs with successive
When two (or more) eigenvalues arc equal, iterations, so X_ may be close to V, before convergence
,t, = A. is tested. Higher mode guesses X,,, arc similarly affected , ,:
by mass and flexibility, so when they are ortbogonalizcd , e.
• . . "j
then, after many iterations the trial vector to lower modes they may be expected to converge rela- - s
tively rapidly as well. Experience with this procedure
X = _q V, -t- et_ V2 has been satisfactory.
where the a's are arbitrary; thus, there can be no con-
vergence to a "first" eigenveetor although the eigenvahm In theory, it is possible to eompnte lower frequencies
a, = a._.is well defined. Consider, for example, a mass at fi'orn the original Eq. 4 of the problem
the end of a weightless cantilever that is rigid axially AV,,, = ,,,_,V,,
and of circular cross-section. The position of the mass ;s
defined by two com'dinate components so the system has by choosing p 2> ,,,_so that (,,,_ - p) has a hu'ger nmgni-
two degrees of fi'ecdom, two mode shapes, and two tndc than any other ((,,_, - p). This has the advantage that
equal frequencies Using the power method, there would computation of C = A-', with attendant errors, is elimi-
be no convergence to a first mode shape, since this could nated. In practice, however, the lower eigcnvalues arc so
be deflection in any direction. When iterations are close in comparison with the upper ones that convergence
11 . ..'_'
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is prohibitively slow. Also, there is evidence that eigen- eigenvectors are evaluated with equal accuracy, multiple
vectors computed by this process are more in error than roots can be evahmted, and zero frequencies systems can
those obtained from even a pool" inverse. Similarly, al- be handled. The modified power method (described in
though the accuracy of eigenvcctors computed from Section H) is retained because it has been successfully
used for the past 3 yr.CV,,, = X,,,V,,,
is dependent on the accuracy of the invmoe C = A-', the Equation 4, AV,,, = (,,,, V,,,, is used for the evah,ation _f
eigenveetors will not be improved by iteration through the eigenvalues and eigenvectors by Jacobfs Y.letl,od.
AV,,, = _,_,V,,, For an n degree-of-freedom system, n equations (m = 1,
2, "-. 1_) can be written as li_
If the acceleration in a component direction at a joint AV = VL (13)is known when a strueture is undergoing vibration in a
normal mode, the absolute amplitude of the mode shaD," where V is tim matrix of eigenvectors, and L is a diagonal
is determined and loads may be computed. An aeeelera- matrix of eigenvalues. Sinee V is an orthoganal matrix,
tion may be knowp from previous dynamic testing, or Eq. 13 can be written as
analysis of an idealized damped version of the structure.
Deflections are of the periodie form VTAV = L (14)
u. = u,,,, sin o,,,,t Jacobi's Method is to start with a given matrix A and
so the ampli:ude of acceleration in :he i"' generalized transform it by a number of pre- and post-m,ltiplieations
direction is Z '_'r and Z 'k'
where
ii .... = - m,,, o,,'-',, ;_2_Za.,
when q_,,, is the acceleration amplitude input, the eigen- I ] = Z
vector will be renormalized by the factor _: '
and
q_,, g
TT z O"'T Z'rllim (o m
I;= I
In s-lmlnary, tile program operates on the given mat- ($ = nonlber of transformations), _
rices K and M as follows: such that
1. Compute A =: M -'_ KM-':. ZrAZ = diagonal matrix = L' (15)
2. Compute C = A'.
The Z _ and Z must satisfy tile relation ZZ r = I. If the _---
:3. Compute flrst-guess vectors X,,,. satisfactory matrix condition can be obtained, then corn-
4. Attempt to converge on the six eigenval,,es and paring Eq. 15 with Eet. 13, Z is the desired eigenvector
eigenvectors corresponding to modes of lowest fre- matrix and L' is the diagonal eigenvalue matr_:-:.
queney,.
The Jaeobi process of obtaining the orthogonal Z matrix
5. Compute U,, = hi- - x, .... ,,,,, = 1/(._,,) . is to annihilate, in.turn, selected off-diagonal elements of
6. Renormaliae mode shape to input acceleration A by orthogonal transforma:ions. To eliminate an ele- .IK.,,--
Ildl
(i < j) of A °;_ the elements of tile transforma-levels; compute loads from equations given in ment au
Appendix B. tion matrix Z °:' would be
7. Eqt,ilil}rimn checks at each joint, z_ = cos 0, z_j = sin 0
8. Output mode shapes, frequencies., dynamic loads, z.j, = -sin O, zjj = cos 0
I. Jacobi's Method z_:_= 1, and z_t = z_,j = zh., = 0 i •
wherO
The .laeobi method (Ref. 23) of determining eigen-
wdues and eigenveetors exists in th.! program. The k j-i, j
adwmtages of the method is that all eigenvalnes and I-7:-i,/ (16) :
'i5 12
!
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Represent the k"' transformation matrix product by and since other elements ala(l,k-7_i,j)are unaffected lly the
transformation, with the exeeptMn of a',_' and a ',';' . the sum
Z ":)r Z "`-_)''''' Z (''r AZ'" Z'-' .... Z'"' = A a': (17) of the sqtlares of the off-diagonal elenlent is invariant.
The elements of A a" are Also
".,= .,'. ,, cose - ,,l_" si. o _'_"-'+ (':7"+ ""-""-+ "":'_ I(Ill rl _' :' :;
i
a;'_'= a'"-",,sine+ ,,1':" coso = ..,,'".... + (:'"-'.,,'-'4 a,'"-'"-"+ a:",,.... (")__
a_._J =a'"-" eosO-- a":-" sin0 k,l--_i,j (18)J" _'_ Since al_' = a_ J = 0, from Eq. 19 ILL-,
a '1;_= a_l_-'_ sin 0 + a_i_-''kj :" :j cos0
aa:l._,+ iio...= (lll;-II: -1- l I/:-il? q- Oall;-|l'2
afrO)= aa: ,_ ii (IH ,i t H - ,Jkl
¢r (_S)
a!h"lt_= a(l;-lliiCOS'-'/9+ a°:-I_HSill'-'0 -- .a Uo,l;-blsil 0 COS6I
Equation 23 shows that tile quantity Oa'k-''-" has l)een
a;) = aq:-_ sirf-'/9 q- aa'-_ cos'-'/9 + Oatf;.-_'sin0cos/9
aj_ ,, :: - ,: lost fi'om the sum of squares of the off-diagonal terms.
1 (a (...... a a' " )sin 20 .L au cos 20 (19)
D,:tlne ,'c = ,,.. - ( ('94)1.1,- I
In order to eliminate a'i_", the equation i, i,
1 , ,t- ,_ _ aa' ") sin :2/9-' a,: cos 20 = 0 where ,,, is the initial off-diagonal norm. A threshold ,,, is(ai,- :: ' established 1)y dividing ,,_ ])v a fixed constant c_> n; the
threshold vah,e is used to determine the ternls to be
or annihilated first. The off-diagonal elements for which
(l(L'-tl
tan 20 --=--- - , i
Ikl I'1
7__''''''- 4/ ) (co) 10,:,I ->', = -,,, k#1 (:25)
is annihilated.
is the angle/9 required for annihilation of a'/_'.
Since _>__n. there exists at least one off-diagom,1 element
Tim orthogonal transformation designed to annihilate >,,,, sillc'e it all were <
an off-diagonal term may undo the previously annihilated - -
off-diagonal terms. For this reason, the Jacobfs method 5-" _<_ ,,'_ -- n(n-1) 1"_ --( I]" I'_ 2<'_ 0 -2 I'_ :" I'ris an iterative process, rather than a finite one, that is ¢-2//t;_'
carried on indefinitely until a predetermined accuracy
reqairement is satisfied. The success of the method de- whk, h contradicts Eq. 2,4. Not(, that, because of sy'nnnetry,
pends on each transformation reducing tilt, stun of tile oii b" one half of diagonal eh'ments are used. For any ,_
squares of the off-diagonal terms; the proof is outlined element whose nlagnitude is not smalh'r than v,, the appro-
below. Stability of the convergence process against round- priate transformation is performed. Thus, from Eq. 23 _,
off error is mentioned (Ref. `9:3). the off-diagonal S(luared norm is decreased hy at least 2,.. '"
If all off-diagonal terms < ,,,, the off-diagonal norm is
The Pope-Tompkins scheme for cow,'ergence of Jacol)fs I)ou,,ded as follows:
method when subjected to the trausk)rmations shall be
( 2POd [,ttl 21q
From Eq. : 3
I' I
"'_':" -I- ,t,,: := aa,-t r-' + .,-, v., Lower tile threshol).l by ,,2 ::-a-and proceed as llefore.
"" : a Jr " _ a'u Continue until ,,, _<--,_"- at this point h't ,',.,tplay. tile role of
and ill and as shown before, there, exists an off.dia¢,onal cle-
at,,kv-' q. aUH..... (lll:-IlUl, -F "llt'_-II"11 (-0,1) ment ;p _ alld, thus, > ,,,.. Performing the appropriate
13 " -5,
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transformations on all elements > vr, a bound on the new can he shown. A 6 X6 generalized weight and spring
off-diagonal norm follows matrix representing the orthogonality check is outputed.
(vo(_))2= v_.;- _ 2a_t < v_,t - 2,.,_,,/o2 To obtain a better comparison of the magnitude of the
l'a'l>-v" off-diagonal terms, tile generalized weight and spring
= (1_7._.2) vo't< (1--2---_-'_'-'v2o.._.],(27)matrix are normalized as
._ _,,, m,*_- - ,_';- ,._ (88)By induction, ]rvoh is the off-diagoiml norm after m stages (m i i) (mH)
in which at least one transformation has been performed, _.__.
then at worst and
=_ _(,,";")_-_< 1 - "_T) v; (28) k_'j k'J . (84)
2 '_" o
(k,,)',_(k.) ',_
For convergence a final threshold, vrmust be established The values _ i_and _-,_ are the elements of the it' row, jr,,
sneh that eolumu of the generalized weight and spring matrix, and
v_,t = __, a_: K n(n--1) v_.< n"_v_. (29) _'j and k_'j are the elements of tlm it)' row, jr,, column of
k_l the normalized generalized weight and spring matrices.
or the accuracy requirement may be specified as
,,_ < p_v_. where K. Accuracy
Although no anMytle studies have been made of error i;,,
,,r = (P),,,. (80) inherentinthenumc-.alproeessdeseribedherein, enoughhas been l arned from production runs and experiment
with abnormal eases to permit some general comments Oil
For this problem P = 2 --_T has been selected; tiros accuracy of the program. (The discussion is for Section H
n and not Section I.)Several tests, available to the user
V_'l -_<lle (2-'2r) '-' "t = _/e 2-54 vi (81) when result._ are in doubt, are discnssed in this Section.
is the convergep:ee criteria of _bis prograrr:. Accurac 3 of a structural analysis performed by the
program is affected adverselv by the following factors: 1
J. OrthogoncdityCheck i. Errors in idealization of a strneture. All structures i
If the structure has discrete nonequal eigenwdues, Eq. nmst be idealized by one of the standard-sL-_ucture
types before analysis; a basic discuss'ion of this pro-
3 can be written cedure is presented in Section II-K.
KU,,, = ,,,_,MU,,, 2. Gross errors ha input. These may be indicated by
and .Jbv':ons err'_rs in output, but all inputs should he care-
blU,, fully lmnd-checked.KU. := %
where m _. n. 3. Characteristics of the stiffness matrix K that lead thestatic deflections to be m error.
Premultiply the first eql,ation by U r and the second 4. Characteristics of the matrix C = M'= K-' M'* that .
equation by U,r,,.Subtracting the transpose of the second lead normal-mode shapes and frequencies to be in
equation fl'om the first results in error. _.,
(o,_,- o,_)U_, MU,,, :: 0 5. Faihu'e to properly test convergence of tim normal-
mode analysis.
'2 "Since n #- m was assumed, ,% -_ %,; thus, U,_IMU_,, = 0
for all m and n not equal to each other. By a similar 6. Gross program or machine errors. The programs have\,
argument been tested on check problems and on nearly200 pro-'
duction runs. Correlation with test resulta has been
U_' K U,,, = 0. n =t'--m (32) good where t-,ts have been rttn.
14
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r
; S_ngle-prccision arithmetic is used throughout; this and only indicates the condition of 1{.when the elements
provides storage of appr_)ximately c.ight decin 1 digits' of M are nearly ,,qual. Condition numbers P > 10" may
plus an exponent for all quantities. Required accuracy for indicate k)ss of all significance from computed deflections.
the proposed engineering is two or more .qgnifie,ant
figures for the largest quantitie:s in a '_etof deflectioLs Norma L node analysis is subject to the same l?roblems
of singularity and ill-conditioning as static analys]s, plus
Input will usually be provided with three or more problems caused by the nature of M, and tl,e convcrgcn:
significant digits, with zeros filling out the stored number means of solution. If _I contains zero diagonal elements,
of eight digits. Computation during matrix generation then ltl '_ will have elements produced by division by zero
introduces ronndoff in the last one or two places of the .'rod
elements of the stiffness matrix. A = M-'_ KM -'_
Accuracy of the static analysis proves to be singttla_ If the ratios of element; of }I are
t "0 = K -_F large, so that ratios of diago,,al elemeats of A are large.
ir impaired if the stiffness matrix is s.ingular or ill- :' a'--L> 10O
conditioned. Singularity is caused by struehlral instability ,' _ aH .,
which, in turn, causes division by zero; since no overflow then A ]nay be ill-conditioned and C = A" subject to large
checks are made to detect division by zero, the only indi- en'or.
caters are those cited below for ill-conditioning. This latter
is a qualitative descript!on of the loss of oceuraey dur!ng Convergence is tested by comparing elements of nor- _lIr-
coraputation of an inverse mat-ix. Generally, signif ,ant realized trial vectors at successive iterations
;_, figures are lost dnring subh-action operations when digitsi (r) subject to roundoff are drawn into the significant places . CX_,_)= a,,, _'_*"
' of a number: when
'. 0.1234567r X 10° x (1) -- x!'" _
!.: -0.1234566r ;K 10" _"' "'" ] < c
/
r d
,, 0.000000It X 10" = 0.It000000 X i0-" iterations are stopped. Alternate tests are
It has been observed in structural usage that ill- (C - A,',:' I) V_,_.= X_,_'
; conditioning becomes a problem when the stiffness of r,i,I < ,I I t --
members are greatly different. Thus, when_ the ratios of
diagonal elements of K were which may never stop iterations, at_d
k)j < 10 - '_.,
.' which proves to stop the convergent process too soon. .:_./:_.___systems of 1,30 degrees of fi'eedom were successfully There is alw,qys a risk that eou': rgencc will' stop too
, ,_.
analyzed, while smaller systems with soon when it is very slow, since the cl',._,_gein any pro-am- :_._."
k____£_ , etcr then becomes small even when the _;_arameter !s far ,._
kH > 100 fi'om its true value. Cheeks against this possibility include : .;_;'
model testing and computation of normal modes by' :_
gave obviously false results. A second indication, of ill- Jaeobfs method. The nlaxilnum e!mnge in a vecter element
conditioning is the ratio of maximum to mi_,imum eigen- is output for checking; this value _hould be _ _ t X 10"_
values of K or condition nmnber at the final iterat,on of each mode. ""
p _ _..... The ratio of maximmn to mininmm eigenvalues of a
h,,,i, ' matrix or condition mmlber is a measure of the degree of
This number is computed for ,ii-. oaditio ring of'the m ttlix. The inaximum eigenvaluoof
/
Vl)l ,l = M-'_ KM -'_ AV,. = %,
15
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,o_ may usually lie fouml easily and accurately I)v tilt' mode shapes. A,i estimate of the accuracy of tile results
power method. Theminimum eigenvalue.,.J_, is furred from can b," determined I)y the cquilibriu.n check from tile
non-zero terms at tit(, unrestrained joints ¢_ftile structure.
CV,_ = ,L.,V,. Usually the off-diagon,tl terms of the _en:,ralized weight
where or spring matrix are orders of magnitude less than the .
C = A-2 diugonal tem:.s if the mode shapes are correct.
In summary, the following checks are available toAs noted Ix'fore. condition nlllnl;prs
the user in program output:
P = ";- < J0" 1. Normal-mode convergence test, e < 4 X 10 "
_'_ 2. Condition num.I)cr, P < 10';
usually indicate that en,,finepring accuracy can 1)e ob- :3. 'Frequencies output in ascending order unless nearly
tained, equal
A conseque_,ce of the power method is that eigenvalues 4. Eqt, ilibrium check at the joints
are computed in descending order. If such is not the case, 5. Eigenvalues of C equal eigenvalues of A within
there probably has beau no reliable ,;onver,,ence_. to one
or more eigenveetors. Since frequencies are proportional ,k, ,_,.- 1 i < 10--"
to recipro .tls of eigem'aiues of C = A-_, the outprt fre-
quencies must be in ;ascending order. 0,Vhen frequencies 6. Orthogonality cheek of mode shapes
are very close, differing in the tliird place, this role may
be violated without prejudicing the results.) The following tests may be applied as tbe need arises:
1. Hand-check of program input
The following eigenvalues are defil:ed as: 2. Reasonal)leness of program output _-
,I.._= computed lower eigenvalue of A :3. Ratios of stiffness matrix diagonal elements kii/k)j Im
Zc ---=coTrespmlding computed upper eigenvalue of < 100
C = A-: ,-
4. Solution l)v independent numerical methodsXr = true magnitude of lower eigenvalut of A
5. Comparison with different idealizations of the same
It has been observed in tests with Hilbert matrices that configuration
the difference
6..Model testing
i. Structural Idealized_ion ',
Also, in all reliable production runs l.
.Matrix representations of five distinct types of structure i
A.,,_.r1 have been programmed. Any struett, rc to be analyzed :
Thus, if must be idealized by a structure' composed entirely of [
ntembers of one of these types: I
iX._xc - 1 ] > 10-'-" F
the validity of ,_,-and its eigenvector should be doubted; 1. Three-dimensional, pin-jointed i
and, if not, then the error in the computed cigcnvalue is 2,. Three-dimensional, rigid-jointed, with circular mem- [,
,'3. Planar, rigkl-jointed , loaded in-plane
Experience with the program has indicated that the
- accuracy rules mentioned above are to be used as a guide 4. Planar grid, rigid-jointed, loaded normal-to-plane
and are not absolute in ensuring accurate data. The best
'_ methods of cvahmting tile results have been tile equilib- 5. Three-dimensional, l'igid-joiptcd doubly symmcu_,_
'_ rium cheeks at the joints and the orthogonality of the cross-section
16
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Some types of idealizatio:: are commonly used in struc- 5. A beam of varying section properties may l}e ap-
tural analysis: for examl-ie, trusses are ustmlly assnmed proximated I)v several beams of constant section.
to be pil:-ioil,ted, and eantinnons slabs are often analyzed Care should be taken that tile prolLem does not
as grids. The fi)llowing remarks will be concerned with become ill-eondi;ioned 113"making the stiffness of
typical approximations that extend the power of the the small Iwaln segments x'em- large in comparison
program: to other elen;ents of the structure.
(3. Members normal to the plane of a grid may be in-
1 1. A eontinuou_ _trueture m;w be approximated by a clnded I)v iadding appropriate stiffnesses to tile
"'lumped-mass'" system. Natural frequenz.ies of !
i a lumped-mass system will always be !ower than matrix of tile grid ill the normal direction.
those of the represented system, with tile degree 7. Pin-ended nlembers in a rigid-iointed frame may
of approximation dependent on the qnanti%" of be input wKh zero moment of inertia.
mass points and connecting members in tile ideal-
ization. 8. Loads applied at the interior of a bending member
may be approximated by shears and fixed-end
2. The stiffness (and thus normal modes) of a structure moments at its ends.
I 1
as st,,,,,e as a truss will usually be well-represented 9. "lne validity of an idealization may be checked by
by _. pin-jointed truss. Secondary loads will not
comparison with a continuous structure idealiza-
be found directly, but may be estimated from de- lion. comparison with another hmapetl-mass ideal-
flections, ization, or by model testing.
:3. The stiffness of a sh,'ar panel may be represented 10. Increments ot elements of the stiffness nmtrix may
by a lattice of pin-connected members (Ref. 14). be input to the program; thus, the stiffness of
] In most cases if a negative area is required as structural components that are not conveniently
specified l)v the lattice analogy, negative frequen- idealized by a standacd meml)er may be inehlded'_ . .
eies (obviously erroneous) results, in an analysis.
_ 4. Flexible supports may be represented by inserting 11. Vurions end conditions can be approxilnated b,, a
t,J members with appropriate stiffness at points of linkage system of several members; additional de-Ll
;: support, grees of fre'edom will be required.
.°
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Iil. PROGRAMMING
A. Input Formal N: Mode shape c:ud output control tEk_F8.5)
Input to the program is provided in the following 0 No output desired
blocks. An example of the input fonnat is given ill the 1 Outpt, t desired
sample problem, Appendix D. n Number of nat)des desired for Jacobi Method
1. Comment (use only if N,., <0)
2. Control N_ Eigenvalue control
1 No output desired
3. Joint coordinates 0 Output desired
4..Member properties n Numbers of rigid body modes to be eliminated,
5. Restraints if any. _N_,, <0)
6. Stiffness matrix elements (optional) ] A N, N- N I N- N I N., I-_,T]
.... I .... " .1" I "1
7. Static loadings (optional) (918)
8. Accelerations (optional) A Problem number (six characters or less)
N, Qnantity of joints in structureThe most convenient sheet on whi(.h to enter data for
punching contains nine or more columns. Each line is N: Quantity of naembers in structure
punched on one card, with a maximuni of nine words N,; Quantity of static loadings
per card. Where a wor{1 is not required as input for a
problem, it may bc left blank; blanks are ahvays read as N; Weight code
0. Most of the iLput is writ n with fixed-point numbers 0 No weight input
(integers) in th, first two columns and floating-point 1 Weight input included
nnmbers (mixed nunlbers) in succee(!ing colmnns. Float-
ing-point nuvtbers must be written with a decimal point N. Quantity of joints having one or more components ;
regardless r,f whether the fractional part is present, of restrail:t i!
N_ Degrees of freedom pet" joint I
1. Comment
N,,, Normal-mode code
Comments up to 72 characters
(I2A6) 0 Compute no normal modes
The _rst column must not be used 1 Compute lowest six mode shapes, normalized to
input accelerations, and compute dynamic loads
2. Control 2 Compute lowest six mode shapes only, normal-
ized to the largest component (u ..... = 1.0)r-7.-TS---l-STq
_'__ -1 jacobi's method fox" evaluating eigenvectors and
(318) r,igenvalues; the lowest six non-rigid body eigen-
N, Structure type vectors normalized to input accelerations, and ,
i compute dynamic loads
1 Pin-jointed member, three dimensions
_ o Jacobi's method for evaluating eigenvectors and
2 Rigid-joir, ted member, equal member cross- " i
cigcnvalucs; the lowest six non-rigid bed 3'
section moment of inertia, three dimensions eigenvec'ors normalized to the largest compo-
3 Plan,q,r member, rigid joints, loaded in-plane nent (u ..... = 1.0)
,, 4 Planar member, rigid joints loaded normal-to-
plane (grid) N,_ Output code
5 Rigid-jointed member, doubly synnnetric cross- 0 No output of K, L, W matrices
section, three dimensions. 1 Output K, L, W matrices
_': 18
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(zlS..)E&0) A_ --- D. outside diameter el" circular tuhe
N,.. Quantity of stiffness matrix elements to be altered A.. = T, wall thickn_.ss of circular tube
N,:: Temperature code A; = 0
0 Temperature problem not to be sohed
and
1 Temperature problem to l)e solved
• E Elastie;noduhis. 10' Ib/in. = A:. =-,-xT. coeflqcient of thermal expansion times
change ira temperah,re _t memtler. Positive _xT
,. Poisson's ratio indicates increase in temperature. .,_
7 Specific: weight lb/in:
b. Structure type 2, three-dimensional, rigid-iointed,
3. Joint CoordL-_.-.tes equal member cross-section moment o[ inertia
(218,3F8.0) A-_.= I, section moment of inertia J_l,-
i Joint number (must be listed consecntively starting A = K, section to:sional stiffness
with i)
or
x'/ At = D, outside diameter of circular tube._. Joint coordinates, irl.
I A_. --- 7', wall thiclqwss of circular tubeXz¢ !
A-: = 0
Ill two-dimensional problems x:, must be normal to the
plane and
4. Member Properties A:. = _t.xT, coeflicient of thermal expansion times
change in tempcratnre of meml;er. Positive ..xT
Properties are entered on one line (one card per meln- indicates increase in temperature.
her); when temperature code, N_:: :: 1, then A:.. A,., or
Ar must be included. Values for A; are not required c. Structure type 3, two-dimensional, rigid.iointed
nnless specifically indicated, menlbers, loaded in-plane
fTI A, I..iA:I I I..,i
(218, 7E_.0I A... = I, section moment of inertia
,?
A_ = rlop-zero tel'nl '- "t'
P Member ends (enter in any order'; .;
q j enter each member once only) or . :.."
At "-=D, outside diameter of circular tube -_z.
Member properties and temperature inputs are defined " ":
for each structure type as follows (all quantities to be A.. = 7", wall thickness of circular tul)e " : '_
input in incl_ units): A:, = 0 ,
a. Structure type 1, three-dimensional, pln-jointed and
members
A:. ----c_xT, coefficient of thermal expansion time_
At = A, section area change in temperature of member. Positive ,_XT
As _: non-zero term indicates increase in temperature.
19 _'
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A. = ,¢T/h. c_etficient of thermal-expansion times 5. Restraints
change in temperature across naeml_er cross-see- Tile restrai'_ts must be followed I)y a zero card if no
tion divided by height of rectangular cross- stiffness matrix element cards arc incorporated in a
section. _T is positive ff a change in temperature temperature problem.
will tend to rotate joint p of the member in
positive x., direction. Joint p of member is the IIIIIfir t joint list d in lI[ A-4 to describe t ]i r, }r_ r_ r, r:. r_
member. (718)
i Joint number (may be listed in any order)
d. Structure type 4, two-dimensional r,gid-iointed,
loaded normal-to-plane (grid) r_ Rest:'aint code (integer)
0 No restraint
A._,= I, section moment of inertia
1 ith component of deflection at joint j is 0. The
A, = K, section torsional constant order of deflection coml)onents at a joint in each ,r-
structure type is as follows:
or
a. Structure type I, tl, ree-dimensional, pin-jolntedAt : D, out,ade diameter ot circular tubes
members
A... --- T, wa?t thickness of circular tubes uj_ = displacemc_t in x_ direction
A_ _ 0 u j_. = displacement in x...direction /
and u j:, = displacement in x: direction
A,. = aST/h, c_oefficient of thermal-expansion times b. Siructure type 2, three-dimensional, rigid-iointed
change in temperature across member cross- members, equal member cross-sectlon moment o] inertia
section divided by height of rectangular cross-
sectie.-. 8T is positive if the increase in tempera- u j, : displacement in x, direction
t,.we acro,:s member cross-section is in positive
x._ dilection, u j: --- displacement in x_. direction
tQa : displacement in x., direction
e. Struet_lre, type 5, three-dimensional rigid-iolnted
member, doubly symmetric cross-section u_, = rotation about x, axis
A, = A, section area u j:, = rotation about x._.axis
A. --: I,, section torsional constant ui.; = rotation about x., axis- ,7
A, = I._.,section moment of inertia about/__, axis c. Structure type 3, two-dimensional, rigid-lointed
members, loaded in-plane
A, = I._section moment of inertia about _._axis :-
• u]_ : displacement in x_ direction
i A:, = ct.xl", coettlcient of thermal expansion times
change in temperature of member. Positive aT u j_.= di._placement in x._.direction
indicates increase in temperature, u_._= rotation about x_ axis
Ar = Joint number in input list (III A-3) not along d. Structure type 4, two-dimensional, rigid-_obated,
member axis. The section morJlent of inertia I,
loaded normal.to.plane (grid)
is about _,, which is perpendicular to the plane
formed by the member pq (p represents first uj_ --displacement in x.: direction
joint listed to describe member in member prop-
' crties input, and q the second joint)and par; uj..,---rotation about xt axis
_._ is positive in the direction pq X par. ui., = rotation about x...axis __
20
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e. Structure hjpe 5, three-dimensional, rigid-iointed 8. Static Loadings
member, doubly symmetric cross-section
Each loading i_ initiated I)v a card with 0 or -1
u,_ = displacement in x, direction as tilt' first word, and the final loading rot,st be fol-
lowed I)v a zero card (blank card).
ui. = displacement in x-, direction
tti. = displacemen_ in x. direction The initi.d card has the format:
u_-. = rotation allot,t x, axis [-7 I [ I I I]Blank A_ A: A; A_ A-, A,,
_.;; %:. = rotation about x.. axis (218,6E8.:2)
"" ui,; = rotation about x.: axis
i = 0, A_ (i = 1, :2. :3) are the components of transla-
6. Stiffness Matrix Elements tional acceleration (m the structure as a rigid body IF
in the i 'h coordinate direction (III A-5) and A_ Ill
To account for the effect of structural elements that (i = 4_ 5, 6) are the components of rotational
IE_
cannot be idealized by members of the type with accelerati,,n of the structure as a rigid body about
which an anah'sis is being performed, increments to the i'" coordinate direction ¢iII A-5) with respect!
I elements of the matrix may be inputed. Tiffs block to the origin of the coordinates. The effect of
.! may be inputed only if the control parmneter N,: _ 0. specifying A_ (_ is to mnltiply eomponep.t W;
i The stiffness matrix elements must be followed 1)y a (i = 1, 2, 3) at each joint by A; (i = 1, 2, 3), or
[:_ zero card for a temperature prol)lem.I e,,..,. ;. , xj A_ where (k = 4.5, 6).
"! ] i j [ ',kij ] --: - 1. same as for/= 0 except the rigid body rota- t_- '
I! tion'd aceeleratmn is with to "he centel ofrespect(218,E8.2)
,/_ weight.
,.1 Row and eohmm, respectively, of revised element
"-i i in non-contracted stiffness nfatrix (iu.,crt as if rows ] = joint nmnber. A, are components of concentrated
"i j and eoh:nms have not been deleted to account for load on joint ] in the i"' direction. Order of load
restraints), component is as specified in III A-5.
I_ ak,_ Incremental change to elemep.t k_ of original 9. Accelerations
i:; stiffness matrix. The new element, lq j = k,i - Ak i.P,
If the normal-mode code, Nt,, = 0 or 2, this block
7. Weights must be {)mitted. If N,.. = 1 or -1 deflections aad
dynamic loads will be compnted. In this case, sixII Iw,I I J I] Blank W. W, W, W:. [WI:_ cards must be given it, the following format (one for
(218,6E8 2) each mode m in order):
V
[ Joint nnmber (may be listed in any order) [ i q .... :;
Wi i" component of inertia at joint [. The order ot (218,E8.2) _
translational inertia (lb) and rotary inertia .(ll)-m.-') '.." "e
i components is as specified for deflections in l .Iointnund_er "_III A-5 .... ,L
[ i Translational component direction munber as spec- .-'-,_2,L
I If normal modes are to be computed, finite (non- ified for defloetions (see Ill A-5) "zero) inertia components should be specified for all
degrees of fi-eedom of tim structure; tim effect ol a q,,, Acceleration (g) of joint j in direction xi. If i = 0, .,
zero inertia is to produce accumulator overltow. (Tiffs the acceleration q,,, applies to the maximuna defter-
is a peculiarity of the numerical procedure.) This block tion component in the mode shape. Tim mode
[' of input may be "vritten only if the weight code, shape is renormalized with the factor q,,g/(,,,,"uji
I Nr = 1. If no loadings follow (N,: = 0), tim last card before output and load c;deulation. Rotary accel- ,
l of weights must be followed by a card _ith 0 as its erations ha_:e no meaning i.n this application. A
' first word. If temperature problem is to be solved zero card after accelerations is not required if
, (N_._ = 1), the weight cards must not be incorporated. N,,, = 1. ..
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The matrix of coefficients k,j for a mt'mbcr of an)- type x2
connecting joints p and q i:, derivt'd by introducing unit-
COmlmnent deflections of p and q. and calculating th:' _qz
forces ;it p and q produced by eac'h defleetion. Matrices ._,.__q_.._, I
for several types of me,nber me presented in Appendix A. _ •
To illustrate the methocl by which such matrices are
e')mputvd, and how they ;tre t,sed in the generation of a
matrix for a structure, consider tile pin-ended member in _,l
two dimensions as shown in i;i,_ 1: P upl=l
_--- X I
1. Comput(" member len_;th S and direction cosines 7,
a.d -/_.from joint coordinates. Fig. |. II|uslrotive member
2. Introduce u_,, = 1, holding u_,== u.,_ = u,c_,-- 0. The notation of this equation may be fi:rther condensed
1)y writing
3. A::ialload in mcmher : tAl'/S_,-/,
.{.Comp,, eto,'ceeompo, ,.'nt. '7, )",,I i-,,
loaded member ;n e(iui|il)ritm_:
where the vectors have components
AE
f ,,,-- -g "d
AE
[,._.= --if-- 7,7: etc., and the elements of K,,, are components of the force
vector f, for unit values of each component c " u,,.
AE The stiffness matrix for the simple truss illustrated in
f"' - S 7_ trig. 2 will 1}e generated by appropriate superposition of
the matrices of its members.
1
AI'J ._f,,. = ..__- -/,-/... _._
x_t -:.-"
T .::
%
This set of forces constitutes the first cohmm of the stiffness -:__
matrix in the following equation. Succeeding cohmms are Lo £
formed similarly: _ [ .."
[,,.., v,'/-' v_ ', -v,v= -v_ " u_,.. _,.o -- - Io ---_
f,,, "-'f_ "-7,)"-' ,[ _'# ' g,_,:_ 11,,, AES=104FORALL I_L'MBERS
; f,c: --Y"/-' --'t_ ; "/"/" Y'-' _1 u'r" Fig. 2. Illustrative problem
.._ - ,2=
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Size limitations f" = -:_-_\_7,,,,} = 3.128,518Degree of freedom of structure 130
Joints in structure (5"ee or fixed) 60 9. Eigenvectors and eigenvalues using Jaeobi's
Members in structure 200 Method (N,,, < 0).
Components of restraint !00 10. Dynamic member loads. The output values are
Loadings 6 defined ill Appendix B.
Joints x degree of freedam per joint 180 11. Eigenvectors corresponding to the six eigenvalues
of Ill-B-&
B. Output Format 12. Equilibrium check of dynamic solution at each
The output is printed in the following divisions. An joint. The non-zero terms represent the reactions at
the restraints; the reactions are positive if they act
example of the output format is given in the sample
problem, Appendix D. along the positive xl directions.
1. Input data 18. Generahzed weight and spring matrix.
14. Normalized generalized weight and spring matrix.
2. Stiffness nmtrix (lb/in.), weig},t (lb) matrix, load
mah'ix (lb) printed eolumnwise, ten words per line. To obtain an estimate of the time required to solve the .-
Each cohmm is numbered, various parts of the problem, the computer times are
8. Weight (lb), center of weight (in.), and weight printed out after the following calculations:
moment-of-inertia matrix about center of weight 1. Zero time
0h-in.a).
2. Reading input
The W, in tim dfi'ections xi (i = 1, 2, 8) are summed ,_
individually; the .7, (center of weight) is deter- 8. Generating stiffness matrix
'- mined lay using W/s in xl directions; the weight 4. Generate load and weight matrices
inertia matrix with respect to center of weight is
determined by using only weights in the x_ direc- 5. Stiffness matrix inversion
tion. 6. Static displacement calculations
4. Static or thermal deflections. Each colnmn eor- 7. Staticload calculations
responds to one loading; deflections at each joint m,.,
follow the joint number in the order specified in 8. Temperature calculations
IIl A-5. 9. Eigenvalue conaputation
5. Static or thermal member loads. The output values 10. Dynamic displacements
5 are defined in Appendix B. 11. Dynamic loads
6. Equilibrium check of static solution at each joint.
Tim non-zero terms represent the reactions at the The first two numbers represent hours, the second two r-'--
restraints; the reactions arc positive if they act numbers reprcsm,t minutes, and the fifth number repre- |
along the positive x_ directions. The equilibrium sents tens of seconds.
check is not made for tile thermal loads. The unre-
strained joints at which elements to stiffness matrix Certain input errors will terminate the computation
are added will not bc 0 in equilibrium check; the process and the cause will be part of the output format. "
non-zero term fi = ,xk,j uj. The following errors will be detected:
II
: 7. Convergence data. Tile n'sults of accuracy tests 1. ERROR READING JOINT COORDINATES. The
discussed in Section Ii-Kare printed undor appro- joints coordinates are not in order.
! priateheadings. 2. PROBLEM EXCEEDS TOTAL DEGREE-OF-
8. Six frequencies, computed from the eigenvalues of FREEDOM SIZE LIMITATION. The number of
-.. the matrix e (set, Section II-H), assuming input of joints times the number of degrees of freedom at
" '1 weight in pound units and dimensions in inch units: each joint exceeds 180.
': 22
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i
3. NU'qBEI/ OF ALI,OWABLE llESTI1AINTS EX- 7. NO OI/TIIOGONALITY CHECK, pq. For option 5,
CEEDED. The number of restraint exceeds 100. _. is not orthogonal to the meml)er for nlember pq.
4. PIIOI_LEM EXCEEDS NUMBEtt DEGREES-OF-
Ft/EEDOM SIZE LIMITATION. The numbei of C. ]'ape Requirements
joints tim-s the number of" degrees of freedom for Logical Channr.l-unit Use
each joint minus the number of restraints exceeds 4 A-1 Inter,nediate input tape! 130.
5 A2 BCD input
, 5. NEGATIVE EIGENVALUES. 6 A8 BCD output
7 B4 BCD card output: 6. STIFFNESS ELEMENT HAS BEEN PUT ON A
I._ A I1ESTIIAINT. A ehange to the stiffness matrix 9 A5 Intermedi_lteserateh
i corresponding to a restl'ained degree of freedom has 14 B7 Intermedi 'te storage
been specified in the input. 15 AS Intermediate scratch
!
,I
'i
[
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APPENDIX A
Matrices for Various Member Types
The following derivations arc performed on typi_.al members by introducing
successive unit coordinate deflections of their cl}ds and calculating forces reacting
on the member. Coordinate deflections inclm'c both translations and rotatior-
loads are forces and moments. In each case, the first column of the required matr ('
is derived in some (_ tail to illustrate p,'ocedure.
Matt-ices relating forces and displacements in structure-oriented (x,) coordinates
are desired here; but intermediate use of member-oriented (G) coordinates is
made in the more complicated derivations.
In the deriwttions below, the following quantities are input or computed for
each member p - q:
1. Input coordinates x I, , x,,i
2. Input member properties, A,, E
8. Compute member length
s = [(x,,, - x,,,y + (,;:. - x,,._.):* (x,,.,- ._-,,.)_]'_
4. Compute direction cosinesI
(x,,, -- X,,z)
71 S
(x,: - x,..,)
"t_- S
and
-- (.l_'q,, -- Xp3)
_'a S
Matrices KI,p, K,n, are written satisfying the expression
f,I K_., ": i
I. Structure type 1, three-dhne_ional, phz-jointed members (Fig. A-l) .d
"3 / ;;'
__ //
_11/ ,r"/1 _ xj
Fig. A-1. Three-dimensional pin-jointed member
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Sc,ction !':'_;Ir'u'Ly:
A = A,,
or if
A. _--0
thell
/_) ----A.
a ll (1
T =: A,_.
A = _T(D - 7")
Introduce ttt,l = 1
AE
Axial load -_ '-S- 7t
Force components at ioints p and q are
AE
AE m
anti
AE
Tile matrix relating displacements of joint p to forces at joints p and q is
"/_7"-' "/_ "/_Y'_
AE "/1"/':, "/'-'"/:_ "/_ i
..........................
''-'It'/'-' --7_, - "/':"/_
- 7'_"/:t - "/_"/:_ -- y,_
2. Structure t!lpe 2, three-dimensional, rigid.iolnled members, equal member
cross.section moment of inertia (Fig, A-2)
Section properties:
A :- At
I=A.,
K ---:A. ':
[ 26 f|l,
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xs
q
,_ (,__,9''2r,
/ I'_- 91=n-°--_l _ x;
Fig. A-2. Three,di'nenslenal rigid-jointed member !
with equal member cross-section
moment of inertia
or if
A-_ = 0
D=A_
T --- A=
A--T(D- T),_
I=T YD'T-- yo-'r _+ 2DT.'-T,
K = 21
Introduce ut,, = 1. Vector displacements in the axial and traasversc
directions at joint p are
5t = 7_x, + "/_y., x., + -/_ -/._x:,
a_= (1- -y_)x, - -/,_,.,x._,-- /, r, x,
' 5., is defined as a vector pe,'pendicular [o the pla',e defined by vectors 5, ",.d
Xt.
A unit vector normal to 5t
and 5=.is /', :':":
5,-. 5, X 5., ,, . :-_a_ .,-.L___,_-'?,
2_.._
_ ('/I y._x., - -/, 7='x._) ._
-/,(1 - 7;)" ,-"
., = (./., x._,- "t'-'x.,) ";
The vector force exerted on joint p
=:A_k_, _ i_1 a.
S
and the vector moment at joint p
6El
- S_ (1-./_)"_
/ • o
t'_-_llm.
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Components of these load vectors are
AE 12EI
G, = force along x: axis :T-/_ • S_ (I--/_)
[;,: = fo:ce along x. axis .... S_ "/1"/:
t
/_,: -- force alone x:_axis =-- - -j ./-/;
-i
, _ /.. = moment about x_ axis = 0
6El
it: = moment about x-_.axis - S_ z=
6EI
[i., = moment about x:, axis = - --
Similar load components at joint q are
AE ° 12EI
f"'-- S y; S_ (1---/_)
= (- +
12E I '_ "/, "/._
,,,.,--(
G,=O
£EI
' fi:" = + -S---"/" i
6El
f ':';= S-" "/'
¢
The lequired ma,_ix will be written in terms of the quantities
AE
Co- S
EK
C_ - 2S(1.-v)
12EI
C_..t -" S"
6EI
'i. C:.- S_.
2EI
.,, C;c- S
l
28
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t
C.-d (C,.- C. ,)./,./.. CC,,-C=.,)-/,-/.. 0 C._.:,./.. -C..,,-/.. 7
+c._,(1--d) i
(ell-- O: ,)'/1"/: Ci,'/_ (ell-- C_ ')'/_'/_. --- C:,,'/.. O C_[;'/l
'.-c.:,(1-.,,_)
(C,,-- C.. ,)7 ,'/- (C,,- C.:, )7:::,'• C, .,,_ C..,,y._, -- C:..,,7 , 0
--c.:,(1-./-_...)
0 -- (;':.-/:: C._,.-!._, C,-,,_ (C,-.2C.:,.)./,-/..(C,- 2C:,.)7,7._
-_-2c..,.(1-./.)
C._.,,./_ 0 -C.,,,.,,, (C,- 2C:,.);.,./_ C,./.-'. (C, - 2C...,)./:-/,
, -.,c:,.(1-.4)
-C._.,7.: C.,-I, 0 (C,- 2C-_.,.}7,-/._(C,-2C.:,-)7.:;.. C,./-',
+:zc:,.(_-.,,_.)
...........................................................................
' --Co'l_ (C:.,- C,,)7,7: (C:,- C,,)7,-/:, 0 - C...uT: C:,'I_.
, -c_.,(1-._)
(C..,- C,,);.,./., - C,,-/.. (C..: - C,,)-r_.-/. C._.,7:, 0 - C._.,,./,
-c_.,(t-./)
-2 (C..,- C,)7,7., (C...,--C,,)7.../.,- C,,-/_ --C._.iCl._. C._.,,7, 07
:, - c_.,(:t-.,,_)
._ --__
0 -C...../._ c.,../= -C,./-', (-C,-C._.,.)./,./., (- C,- C._.,.)./,./.,
!i +c__,.(1-./.)
!_ c._.,,..,,:, o --c:,./, (-c,--c_,.)7,-/_ -c,-,,.! (- c,-c.,.).,,_./.: _.-
I +c:,.(1-7_)
.il - c..,./._, c,./, o (- c,- c._.,.)./,./:,(- c,- c._.,.).,,:./::- c,./;_ II21
_ +c...c(1-._::)
.:]
,! 3. Struch:re tupe 3, two-dimensional, rigid-jointed members, loaded i_-plane
(Fig. A.3)
r._
-:i
I -'_
,,,_
' -.1
! I ==
i I i _ xI
i z 3
t
; Fig, A-3. Two-dimensional rigid-jointed loaded ,.
in-plane member
29 ,_:
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Section properties:
A= A,
I= A= I_
or if
As = 0
D= A,
T = A.,
A = T(D - T_
)I = --4-- D3T -- z D-'T" + 2DT:" - T"
Tile derivation is similar to that preceding with ;,:, ----0.
The matrix is written in terms of
Co- AE C.,-- 6EIS " S"
12EI
C_--.. $3 C._- 2EIs
Loads at joint p are in the order
[pl = force along x, axis
/. fp_.= force along x._,axis :
fpa --- moment about x_ axis
V -Co./,+c_.,(1-./,) (Co-c._,)-/,./., - c..,./:(Co-C'.,.t)yW._ Coy_q-O=a(1-'/_) C2u'/1
- C...,_,._, C...,'lt 2C_
........................................
- Co./_- C..,.,(1-.d ) (C.,.,- C,Oy,-/_. C..y__
" (c_,.,-co)./,_... - ca_,-c._.,(1-./_)-c,._,
3, -- C.._r/.., C...7_ C,_
-- i
' 4. Structure tupe 4, two.dimer_io.al, rigid-jointed, loaded normal.to-plane
(grkl) (Fig. A-4)
Section propcrites:
I= A_
K= Aj ,,,
> 3O
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/
_Up ___= _ _ _----_'_'_ q
// P //
/I/ ,/// _ xj
Fig. A-4. Two-dimensional rigid-jointed loaded
normal-to-plane member
or if
A_= 0
D= A,
7= A._,
I = --_ D_T -- -72- D'-'T-' + 2Dr:' -- T*
It
K = 2I
Introduce up1 = 1..Moment about an axis transverse to the men_ber is of
magnitude 6EI/S-'. Components of load exerted on joints p and q are:
12EI
f:,_ = --[,1_ -----force in x3 direction -
6EI
fo.- = f,_-_= moment about x_ axis = _ 7'-'
6EI
fp_ = fq., --=moment about x_ axis = - --S-"- "/_
As before, the mah'ix is written in terms of the parameters .
EK 12EI
C1- 2S(1+0 C_.t - $3 *
6EI 2EI "_
C__,,= --_ C..,- S ?_
C2.t C2RW. ' --Cz,_1 . _ '_
" ' C ' (C,-2C.0_, _,C'.,.7"., Co/I+2 ._'/_
-C=._, (C,-2C._)_,,_,= CW".+ 2C_./,
- C2.t - C_,'/... C.:.,7_
C.,w.,. - c,_,'-',+ C..,..A. -(C,, + C:,).),,../:
- C._,,.,/,. -(C, +C.,,).,/c/.., -C,.r _.,+C:,.,/_ " ,
3 1
r
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X3
X q
/ /.4;," !/-- -Tf, -J/,r'f /
/ ,/ l- X I
Fig. A-5. Three-dimensional rigid-jointed member,
doubly symmetric cross-section member
5. Structure type 5, three-dimenHonal, rigid-jointed member, doubly symmet-
rical cross-section (Fig. A-5)
Section properties:
A= A,
I, = A._,
/._,= A:_
Ia = A,
Joint 1"= Ar
Calculate the direction cosine of the vector pq X pr and define the vector
to be/_.: = _,,x_ - E.: x..  _:x.: or the l: axis of the r,wmber. Usingthc
right-handed coordinate system define the axis of I._.to be
GX_,
-- 4
G = 1_;4i_1=x,C&,-/: _.:,<.r_,)+x_.(4,-/,
:,_ y.,)+ x:,(_,.,./_- _:.:<./,)
= x,/t, + x, ,e.,+ x: fl:,
where G_is a unit vector along the member.
Introduce u_,, ---- 1. Vector displacements of point p in the member-oriented
coordinate system (_,) are
151= 7_ x, 4- 7_7" x... -i- -/, -/.,x._
t
8o = (_:, 7.,--_. _.,.,.,._)_x, + (._.,y:,_" - &: ;':) (¢,:,7, - ,.,:,./.,)x._,_ -
+ (&,'/., _::,:<'/.-,)(.,._z_&,_,)x:,
= #', x, + _,,G x::+ _, B:,x:,
• _l.'l . I.I _3:1 * .I
The vector force exerted. , joints
E -- qandp= _, +_b. + . 8.,
' 32
I 'q _"
- 4-:
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and the vector moment exerted on joints
----:- 6EI=6EI.. 6, _: " 16_.;_.pandq = - S_ . S_
Components of these load vectors arc:
AE 12EI,
f_, = --f,_ =.force alongx, axis -- -S-- "/_ + -S" (&- 7., -- _._ "1:)'-'
12EI._, a-,
+ _ _-1_
fl,'-"= -],,-" = force along x., axis = --S- 7, 7: + . (¢:: 7, - _,:, "/_)
12EI.,
x (&_./,-a._./..)+ --S _,.-,.&,
AE 12EI-:
fp._= -f,v, = forcealongx.,axis _ -ff-./, "/a + S-----_(&..7, - G.,'/._.)
12EI..
X (_la _.: _'2:: "/1) + --.---..--2. _lJ '_
f_,= +f,,_=momentaboutx, axis=_ e . _ e (6sE7/ E )
6EI.., e .
[p:, = f,,:, = moment aboutx= axis - S_ .G: (&:,7, - _,._ t_)
6EI.,. 'e e+ ""_ . -- _..,:,"/..,)
6EI_.
- e (_.,.,7_ ---..:_,)[_c, f,e; = moment about.r:, axis S_ ._,:,
6EI:, e e , " :.
+ --S7- :.,.,(._.-.:,z.,- ¢.,:,_-,) :,-
3
The stiffness matrix is written in terms of the parameters ._.
..g.
- ,iq-"
C, = 6EI.. K,-- 2El._, _ bt .r<.
" s-' s '2 _-_?::
6EI., 2EI., L_, ,,
C..- S" K..- S - 2
EI, 12EI...
C-,- '_S(l+,,) K,- S:' ' I"
Al e, 12EIa
C, = -S K, - S:'
33 '"
@e,.,
_a
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i
w
I
Co -', + K,fl_ K(2,1.p) K(:3,1,p) K(4,1,p) K(5,1,p) K(6,1,p)
+ K.,_:;,
C t*[l'[-'"_ KI_,I_2 C,[_'f_, + K_fl:'. K(8,2,p.) K(4,2,p) K(5,2,p) K(6,2,p)
+ K,_._._::, + K:,_.,
: C,7,7: + K,fl,fl., C ,7.-,'/:;+ K,fl../3., C_./-'.,+ K,fl_ K(4,.3,p) K(5,8,p) K(6,8,p)
:: _,::fl,(C._.- C,) C,(:._,.,fl,+C._,fl.,__,. C.,_,.,fl.,-C,8:,:,fl, C:,7_ + L.4_:, K(5,4,p) K(6,4,p)
;. + L,,e ,
-- C,_ ,ft.._ C._,¢.._fl, _.:,.fl.(C.. - C,) - C_.,:,fl_ C,_,/],/..+ L_,___._ C:,),._+ L.._:'.., K(6,5,p)
+ C..._._,_fl_ + L,B,B.., + L,/3.2,
-- C,g,..IS, - C,_.._.:,fl., _.,.:fl_,(C._.- C,) C:,-/,7:_+ L_,_,:,¢.,., C.,./._q.,+ L2_=,z):.; C:,v_ + L._._-'.,._
+ C ._:,:,fi, + C..,fl..,t._a -'.L,fl,fl._ + L,fl..,fl:, + L,.;,_
........................................................................................
,; -Ktlg,,., -K(2.1.p) -K(8,1,p) -K(4,1,p) -K(5,1,p) -K(6,1,p)
-- K(2,l,p ) - K(2,2,p ) -- K( g,g,p ) - K( 4,2,p ) -- K(5,2,p ) -- K(6,2,p)
- K(:3,1,p) - K(3,2,p) - K(:3,:3,p) -- K(4,S,p) - K(5,,3,p) -- K(6,a,p)
K(4,1,p) K(4,2,p) K(4,:3,p) - C_7] + K_:, - C:,./,-/_ + K.,,_,.d.,:,- C.,./,./3 + K2_,._:,:,
-I- K_fl _ + K,fl,fl._, + K,/_l,_:,
K(5,1,p) K(5,2,p) K(5,.3,p) - C ¢/,./. + K2._t:d..,:, - C.w _4-K._._:, - C:,./._../:,+ K2_2:,¢:,a
+ K,fl,fl._. + K,fl_ + K,fl...fl_
K(6, i,p) K(6,2,p) K(O,3,p) - C:,./,./:,+ K..,_.,2.... - C.,-:.,7:,+ K:,_-:&_. - C:,7._+ K..4._:,
+ K,fi,fl., + Ktfl._,fl:_ + K_fl_
?-
._'i 34
,' 12
I
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0 APPENDIX B
._ Loadsfor VariousMemberTypes
I'
:. Expressions for member loads are deve]oped, using the geometrical parameters
of Section III and the joint deflections ill the order spcciIicd in Section III A-5.
,4
I. Structure type I, three-dimensional, pin-jointed members, axial extension o[
the ntember is
,: a, = (u,,.- u,,,)./,+ (u,,:- .,,,)-r-,+ (.,,._- u..)./:,
-i
'['he axial ]old is computed and output for each loading on each member in
potmd units, tension positive:
_j P = --81
i 2. Structure type 2, three-dimensional, rigid-jointed members, equal member
cross-section moment of inertia
A lnember-oriented coordinate system is defined as follo ws:
i[i _ = unit vector along member axis
._ _: : unit vector normal-to-plane of _, and x,
•_I (orx._,ff_;,= x,)
]
, _, X x,
Lil x x,; .-
rt
_ (-/:,x..,- _ x:,)
:_ - (_.f+,,,:_)'"
.1i
rd _3 = unit vector normal-to-plane of _ and _
_i ._.t •
:l = F_,X _:_ -_i
,._ _ (_ -')". _._
%
Net displacement components in the _i directions are '.".
,_,,,= [(.,,,- .,,,)x,+ (.,,..- .,,,.)x._+ (.,,._- .,,yx._]"e., ..;
a_,,: [(.,,,-- ,,,,,)x,+ (u,,_- u,,.:),,_+ (.,,:,- .,,:,),,,,].e._
a.,,,: [(.,,,-- ,,,,,)x,+ (.,,...- .,,,:)x.:+ (..,,-- .,,.y,,.,]•_
Net torsional rotation is
,_,,,= [(,,,,,- .,,.)x,+ (.,,..- .,,.y,._+ (.,,,,- u,,,,),.._],c., "-...
,- ,, ,,,_ --, _ _ _""_1 *_,_',,"-.,',_-_I ""' "'" "_"* ....
1966005287-042
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Transverse rotations of each end aye|
L._= (.._x, + u.: x,:+ .j,,;x:,)"_._,
_.,_= (u,,,x, + uj,.,x._.+ .,,.;xO"_:, i-.f
_q5 = (tl'll Xl "J- _1,15 X'2 "_- tlq,; X3)' _2
&,_.= (u,,,x, + u,,.-,x._,+ uq,;x:,)"_:,
Moments about the transverse axes are
\
I
M,,:, - S
i k O/
t
• The following quantities are output, in order, for each membel :
l P = axialload
r
i AE
I
[ Mp = resultant bending moment at p
= (_I_+ M_:,)'_
,, Mq = resultant bending moment at q
Mt -_ twisting movement
z<_ i
-- 2S(i+.) 8,o Y
; V v = l'esu]tallt shear at p
= i [(at,,..+ ,_t,,_.)=+ (M,,:,+ M,,:,):]_S
/
'_ 3. Structure type 3, two-dimensional, rigld.iointed members, loaded in-plane !'
Axial extension of the member is
_, = (._, - .,,,)v, + (",,_- '!.'-,)_=
L.
!.
Net-transvcrse deflectioh of member is
:_ 8. .... (",,,- ",,,)"/"-+ (",,_.- ",,=)v,
i
7,, 36
d _r
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ii
The following quantities are outp't_t, in order, for each member: ..
,I
J M_, = bending moment at p
+: -2EI(2u"'+u'_'-_)S
-t t_lq = bending molnent at q
_ 2EI 2u,l:, 4- u.:,-S
'_ V v = shear at p
1
- (Mp + M,,)S
F = axial load
AE
- S _
4. Structure typ,: 4, two.dimensional, rlgid-iointed, loaded normal-to.plane
(grid)
] Net transverse -tisplacement (normal-to-plane) is
t!
_3 = ll,II -- {lpt
,_ net axial rotation is
!i
_, = (u,,._,- u:_)./,+ (u,,.,-- ,,,:,)7_
'_i Transverse ro_ations of the ends are
_p2 : -- |l,l'2 "[2 "t- _1, :I "[1
[' 8,t'.,: -- tl,r2_..,+ {l,tayt -.
+
|tr
;i Tim following quantities are output, in ordor, for each member:
[_ M_ = bending lnoment at p
t -" (2_p:: + _q_ -- __2'
-i M,+ = bending moment at q
y-
.4 Mt : twisting moment
L - 2s(1+,-----7
' Vz, = shear at p (normal-to-plane)
_ 1 (M_,-:, M,t)S
n
37 . L +_
'r_ ,_..t ,+,t I_,_A"+'-'_dIN._'_+_''I_II¢_++"iim"'_ "" "e4 ,;,'"t _.llL,'ill .... + _ ",_'/_+- : -_*,t , ," _.t.-,-,-- .,-- _
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5. Structure 5, three-dlmensional, rigid.iointed member, doubly
type synnnet-
" ric, cross-section
3 member-oriented ,:oordinate system is defined as follows: ---
I _! = unit vector along member axis = 7, x_ + 7: x_ + ./., x.,
|
[ _.. = unit vector normal-to-plane of _,, and E,., ,
= e,..× e.,,= (,.:,,./:,-_,.,./_)x, + (_&,-/,- _,:,-/,)x.:
i -_ (_,, 7_- &.,-/,)x:, = _,x, +/_x_ +/3:,x
I
l '2,, = unit vector normal-to-plane of _ and pr (p is first joint of mem-
ber and r is an inputed joint not on G) = _,:, x, + _G_x._,4- .G.,x._
, Net displacement components ira the _, directions are
s...= [(,,,,,- ,,,,,).,_,+ (,:.,._.- -,._4.-,..+ (,,,,:,-,,.:,)x:,].e.,
: (i = 1,:2,a)
Net torsion rotation is
i _,..= [(,,,.- .,.),,, + (.,,.,- ,,,,)x.+ (.,,.-- .,,,,)_:,]•e.,!
|
-" Transverse rotations of each end aret
8,i = (th,, x, + u,,._x, + th,,, x.,) • _,i (i = 2, 3)
' _,,_- (u., x! + u,:,x.. + u,._x:,) • _ (i = :2,3)
i _Moments about the transverse axes ar, _
!
• M..,=_ 28:-!-8,:.+- ""
2F!::S V 38...0 "1
"I_IP3 --" L :28t,,; Jr" 8q6- "---_-J
M,I, -- " 28,:, + 8: 4
IM,I, - 2EI:, 2&,, + 8..-:. S S
Shears ahmg the transverse axes are:
V,. = - V,,._.= [M.:, + M,,.,]/S
V,, = - V,,.,=- (M,...+ M.,..)/S
The following quantities ,,:e output, ira order, for each member:
AE
P = axial load = -S-- 8,,,
,_lI ,, MI,,, M,I.., ._[,t, =_ rnonlerll.s at joillts p and q
" lie .... , _"'_Mt =--twisting moment = 2S(I -t-!,) 8,,,t.
Vt'.', V',':, V..,, Vq, - shcms at joints p and q
38 "
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APPENDIX C
l
Thermal Loads for _._riousMember Types
The analysis method is outlin_'d in II-G. The equation used to calculate
qm loading ill a member witl, the ends fixed in-sl'aee will l),- calculated.
1. Structure type I, three-dimensienal, pin-jointed members (Fig. C-l)
X3
l X2 q
I
/
. /" I_ X I i
Fig. C-1. Three-dimensional pin-jolntcd member
Tt:ermal input
a±T = A._
where
it = coefficient of thermal expansion
AT = change of temperature of entire member; positive
if increase in temperature
Force components at joiz:ts p and q are
f,,, = - f,,, = EA _,,a',T
f
,'-' .... f,l-' = EA 7"-',_.',T
g
/,:, = - fq, = EA ./., rl._T ..¢..
_2""
2. Structure type 2, three.dimensional, rigid-jointed members, , 7ual member "F"_,_
cross-section moment of inertia _':_L _
) ,_L4,.t.L
The equations are identical to structure Type 1. ._
i II ;
3. Structure type 3, two.dimensional, rigid-jointed members, loaded in.phme '"
(Fig. C.2) =
Thermal inputs:
a,_7" = A:,
aST
h -- A_
,' 39 ,_< 'el
i
"' "1 "" III _A "M "_
1966005287-046
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P
x
Fig. C-2. Two-dimensional rigid-jointed loaded
in-plane member
*,vhert'
. -=- coefficient of thcrma| expansion
AT = change of temperatare of entire member;
_' positive if increa:;,, in temperature
3T = temperature gradient throt, gh member cross-section:
,; positive if the unrestrained rotation of joint
p is in positivv x, direction
12= height of cross-section m
Force c_)mponents at joints p and q are
/p,= - [_,--=EAT_ (.'AT
[,,. = - [q._.= EAT., a.xT i
, _.loment component at p and q are
EIaST
/": = -/"' --- h
4. Structure type 4, two_limeusional, rigid-jointed, loaded normal-to-plane
l" • v
,gna) (Fig. C-3)
Thermal input
aST g'"
X 2
"_ : J" X I
Fig. (:-3, Two-dimensional rigid-jointed loaded
normal-to-pkme member
._,. 40
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where
a = coefficient of thermal expansion
8T _ thermal gradient through tile member; positive
if gradient increases in positive x:, direction
h = height of cross-section
Moment component at joints p a_td q are
EIaST
I,,1= -f,. = - r- h --
EIaST
f_'-= - f°'= _" h
5. Structure type 5, _hree-dimensional, rigld-iointed men,bet, doubly symmet-
ric cross-section
The equations are identical to structure Type 1.
J
41 _ ,_
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APPENDIX D
Example Problem
The option-1 sample problem chosen is shown in Fig. D-1.
,o o
12 I(_.0J.
I0.0 in
/ • _ X2
----'-_./I0.0 in.
J. /
Xl
INPUT-
MEMBER AREAS-- 0.01 in.z
WEIGHT AT EACH JOINT--15OIb"
I
MODULUSOF ELASTfCITY-1OTps,
SEE THE FIRST T_rO PAGESOF THE SAMPLE
PROBLEM FOR DETAILS OF THE INPUT
Fi O. D-1. Exampleproblem
"._' 42
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ZtkC ;lee - 005_0_
DPTICh C_E _&_PLE PACeLEH-$]ATIC A_U DY_A_C
INPUT DATA
STIfFnESS _A;KIX _ALVS[_ P_OSL[_ SAPPIE
CO_IRCL ¢lRO
1 -0 -0 -0
NO. Jl$ Nn. _EN. N0. LOS MASS NO. NO. JT. _$. _U DE_ FtJr rio CO_E nUT CODF
13 35 3 1 _ 3 2 !
NO. ALr. _00. Cn0E _ PNISS 0ENSITV
0 0.|_O00[ O_ O.JO000£-00-Oo
JO[NI CCUROIN_TE$
: _ JOIN! Xi X_ XJ
_f I C. O. O.
IO.UOU00 Oo O.
T 10.00000 IG._nooo n.
4 u. lO.OOn0o o.
O. 1o.ooooo to.ooooo
o. o. tooo_o0o
? 1o.ooooo o. lO.OO00n
IC.O0noo 1o.ooo0o lO.OOCOo1o._0ooo 10.ooooo 2o.ooooo
so o. to.ooooo 2o.roouo
11 u. o. 20.oo0oo
12 lo.00o0o o. 20.C0O0O
13 _.o0o0o _OOGOO 3o.oo0oo
i _St_ P_CPEP[IES
t qOo _£Po Jl.la JT.Z8 A1 A2 _) J_ Oj5 016. OAT. V0LU_E _EZGHTJ 1.00_-OZ-0. C.,00_ 01-0 - • - - |*C00k-01oO.
_ l 4 1.000E-OZ-0. 0o100_ Ot-O. -0. -0. -oo 1.000_-01-0.
t _ _ 6 _.ooo_-oz-o. 0.1o0co1-0. -_. -o. -o. l.coo_-ol-o.
t _ _ z.ou(_-oz-o, o.loo_ ol-o. -o. -o. -o. z.oon_-ol-o.2 6 1.09OE-0Z-0. O.[OOF O[-n. -0. -0. -0o 0.1klE-O0-O.
_ _ , , _.ooo_-,,-o. o.looEol-o. -o. -o.... ,.ooo_-o,-o.
3 _ [oO00E-OZ-O. 0.100F 01-0. -G= -_. -0. 1.000E-01-0.
3 5 IoO00E-OZ-Oo O.IOOE oi-0+ -C. -0. -0* 0.141E-00-0.
q _ I 1.000E-02-0. O.IOOE 01-0. -9. -0. -o. 0.;41E-00-0o
10 ) S 1.000E-OZ-O. O. lOOE 01-0. -0. -0. -0o " l.O00f-Gl-O.
[I • $ |.o0t_-oz-o. O. tOOr O|-O. -O. -0. -O. 1°C00[-O|-O.
1Z - • 1.000_-05-0. O. tOOE Ot-O. -0. -0. -C. 0.1_1_-00-0o
L 13 $ b |.OOCE-OZ-O. O*tOOE 01-0. -0. -0. -0. ;.¢00E-01-0.
" 14 5 7 1.00C_-02-0° O. IC_[ ol-0. -0. -0. -0. 0.141F-00-0.
_ _ _ _.ooo_-0_-o. O.=oOE0_-0. -0. -0. -0 L-¢0o_-01-0.16
i0 I.O0_E-OZ-O° O._OOE 01-0. -O. -o. -0. 1.000_-01-0.iT _1 t. 00E- _- . .IOOE 01-0. -0* -0. -0. 0.141_-00-0.
_ _ _ _.0o__--o_-o. o.1_o_o_-o. -0. :_. -o. .ooo_-o_-o.19 tl I.O_OE-OZ-O. o°lqOb 01-0. -0. . -0. I.O00E-OI-O.
ZO ? _ 1.00_-05-0. o. loo_ Or-O, -0. -0. -0. 0.141E-0o-0.
21 _ I_ =.00(_-02-0. a. 100E Ol-O. -0. -0. -0. .hOOOt-Ol-O.
25 7 II 1.000L-02-0. O.;GOE 01-0. -0. -0. -0. O.I:,IE-O0-O.
23
9 1.000_-02-O. 0.100E 01-0. -0. -0. -0. 1.C00_-O;-O.
2_ [0 t.O00E-OZ-O. 0.100_ OI-O. -O. _0_ O. I_IE-O0-O.
55 8 |5 1.0OOE-OZ-O. C. tOOE 01-0. -0. -0. -0. 0. I_I_-00-0.
, _ • 0o 1.ooo_-.-o. o.,o.o,-o. :_....... i.oo0_-o,-o.q 15 1oO0_-O5-O. O. iOOE OI-O. . -O° -O. t.O00E-Ot-Oo
56 9 13 I°000E-05-0° 0,100( 01-0. -0° _. -0. 0°172E-00-0.= 59 10 II t.O00E-05-O, O. lOOP OI-O. -0° • -0° I.QOOE-O|-O°
30 10 t_ 1.000E-07-.. 0.100[ 01-0. -0. -0. -0. 0.125E-00-0.
31 11 IZ t.O00E-OZ-O. O.IOOE O1-O. -O. -O* -O. |oOOOE-OI-O.
)2 It 13 I.O00E-05-O. O. tOOF 01-0. -0. -0. -0. O.t?2E-O0-O.
_ _3 iZ 13 I*O0(_-OZ-O. O.|OOE Ot-O. -0. -0* -0. 0.155E-00-0.
3_ [C 15 1.O00_-OZ-O. Oo|UOE 01-O. -O. -O. -O. O.I_IE-OOoO°
35 5 9 1.000_-02-0. 0.|00E 01-0. -0. -0. -0. _ 0.14|E-00-0o
3b_ OF _E_a_ER ¥GLU_ES • 4.0Bo95_ $t_ OF _E_SE_ _EIGHI$ = _.
-_ N0. RE$. JT. NO. _1 R2 X_ R_ _5 R6
1 1 1 1 1
) l
$TIF_ESS.RAIRIA FLEWENT$
: NO. ROM COL° EL/. CH_NGS
• 2b 78 0.13300E OS
2 58 25 0.13300E OS
' 3 31 3_ 0.13300E 05
4 34 31 0.1}300E Ob
JO|_T w] U2 _3 'd_ kS _0_
0.15000E 02 O. ISOOOE OZ 0.15000E 05-O. -0o
o._sooo_oz o.lsoooeo5e.lsoooeoz-o. -o. :_:o.=sooo_ o.=sooo_o5o._sooo_o5-o. -o.O. ISO00E v= 0.15000E O_ 0.15000E 05-0+ -0. -0. ""
I - . $ . 0.15000£ O? O.I$O00E OZ O. ISO00E 0_-0. -0. -0o , *_-
O. ISO00E O? 0. IqOO3E 05 0.15000_ 02-0. -0, -n. . z-_0.1500 E O*I5000E 02 |5000£ OZ-O. 0 . • &-
8 O*ISO00t 05 0,15000E 02 0.15000E 02-0. -0. -0o :;- _
9 _ 0+15000E 02 O*I_O00E 02 0.15000E OZ-O. -0. -0_
tO 0.|5000E 02 O.15000E 02 0.15000E 02-0. -0. -n* ,_
---_L.. 0o15000E 02 0.15_00E 02 O*IS00OE 02-0. -0. -n,
1_ o.t_ooce 05 O. zSOOOe 0z o.1_oooe oz-o. -o. -o. "_
13 0.15000£ OZ O*ISO00E 02 0.15000E 02-0. -0. -0. : _ "
LOADI_O
0 o. o. O.tqOOOE 02 O. O. _
..... 0 .... O. O. O. -O*IO000E-O00. 0:_ _ "_,__-I , . _* *0.10000E-00 O. O. ""
0 -0. -0. -0. *0. -0. -0. "-
tOTaL ku;r._/IS- t9_.000 195.000 t_.O00 0* O. O. "/_
__C,.F,._I_.O_ MLIGHi- X= _.000_ Y. $oUO0, Z" 11.530 .....
UEIGHT NOHEN|$ Of INERTIA AEOUT C_N[ER OF _FIGHT
]XA" 2_03B.402, |YV" 22038o462, I_ _000.0001 |X¥" -0. IXZ= 0.000, IYZ= 0.000
....... L(Kk A'|E_ KEAOIhG INPUT " 005404
TI_ AFTkK bE/_cR&TING ST1FF_5S _ATRIX * 00540_
• _IFFNES$ HAI_IX
gO_ 1
0.20kO?E O_ -0.30355E 04 -0. -0. -0. -0. -0,35355{ 04 0.35355_ 04 O* -I.O00G_ _
_. o, -o._35_E o4 o. -0._4T55_ 04 -0. -0. 0 ...... -q ........ _0 ........ '
0. O* O. 0. 0* O* O. '_
RO_ 2
-0.35_S5E 04 O. tlC+IL O_ -0.3535SE 04 -0. • -1.30000_ O_ -0. 0.$535S_ 04 -0.3_$;5E 04 -0. O.
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................. o. ........ ,,,,E o,
0.J5355_ 04 U. 0. 0. d. 0. 0.
_OU J
-0. -o._sJ55t 0_ 0.306eTf 05 -0. -0, -o. 0. -0. -o. 0.
-0. -Oo -0.15)55£ _ O. -O.35J55E O_ O. O. -I.0OQOGE O_ qo 0._5355E 0_
KO_
-O. 0. -o. O.L353bE O_ O. -O._$35_E O_ -1.00000_ .. O. 0. r O.
O. O. O. O. O. O. O- J_.._______-_---O_-_ .....
O. ". O. o. O. O. O.
xOU
O. -|.CODGOL O_ O. O. O._Jb_6E 05 -0.3535_E 04 Oo -0. -0. q.o........... o. o...... o.
O. O. o. O. n. o. O.
ROW _ - .
-0. 0. -O* -0.)_55E O_ -D.353_SE O_ 0.2ZO71E 05 0. -O. -0. Oo
O. • O. o. O- 0. O. _ 0o
_G_ 7
-0o35355k O_ D.35355F O_ -0. _I.O0000E 04 -0. -0. O.[701LE 05 -0.35355E C4 -U.35355E O_ O*
0. O. -0. n. O* O. O. O____3_L_.E_O_ -O.
0.35_55E 04 -0. -0. O. _. u* O.
K0k L
_1.35355E 0_ -P.35_5_[ O_ O. -U. -o. -O. -0.35355_ C_ O. tO60TE 05 -0. O.
Oo n. o. -0.35)55E O_ -0.3_35St 04 O. 0. O. -0. -0.
O. -0. -0. U. O. O. O.
-0o O. . -0. -0. -0o -0. -0.35_5F 04 -oo 0.3o607E 0_ O.
O. n, O. -O.35355E 0_ -0.35355e 0_ O. 0. O, 0.3_55E O_ O.
-0.35355_ 0_ 0. 0, -1.0000_E u_ 0. 0. 0.
RUa ZO _ :
-1.0000o_ 0_ -O. -o. O. O. O. O. o. O. O. 13936E 05
o. -O._SYS_E 0_ -0. -O. O. -0.35355E 0_ -O. O.3_3_5E 0_ Q_ .... gc____
O. -0. -o. u. O. O. O.
ROW |1
-U. -Oo -0. o. _. O. O. O. Oo Oo
0.35_55_ Q_ -0.35355E ¢_ -0. -0. O. -0. -0. O. O. O.
O. -o. -0.3_3_5E c_ O.]5355E 0,; O. Oo O.
_k tz
........... _:O0000E O_ _:3535 .... g: ....... 3S)$_E 04-0 35355£ O_ 0.£70_IE 05 O. O. - -0 _5355E O_ O. O.
O. 0* 0.3_355E e_ -O.35355E 0_ O. 0.
X0_ 13
-o._5a55_ o_ -o. -o._5_ e_ o. o. o. -o. -0. -o. -o.
-0. -O. Oo14_q6E 05 0.1_608_ 0_ O._1_86E O_ O.)3_00E O_ -o. -o._ _ .0_ O. --
O. -o. -0. -0. -0o_3608E O_ -O*L_60_L 04 0.2_217_ O_
-0o -0. -O. O. 0o O. -0° -0._5355E 0_ -O.35355_ CA -O.
-0, -0. 0.|1_O8E O_ 0.|_896E 05 O.81386E 03 -0. -0, -O. 0 .... 0
O. -u. -I.OQO_OE O_ -0. -O.13608E 04 -O. 13bOBE O_ 0.27_1/[ O_
KO_ l_
-0o35355k 0_ -O. -0.35355E O_ O. O. Do -0. -0._5355E C_ -O.55355E 04 -O.
-0. -I.OOO0U[ 04 O.813_SE O30.8138_E 03 0.2_514E 05 -O. -O. -0. O. 0. _ - I
o, -0. -o. -o. 0.272|?F O_ 0.2721TE 04 -0,54_33E 06
RD_ lo
-0. -_. -o. O. O. o. Oo O. O. -0.35555E O_
-0, -_o35_5>_ 04 O._ _ 04 O. -C.|3bOBE 04 0.|3_08E 04 -O,2T21?E 0_
-0. -n. o0. u. c. O. 0. O. O. 0.
-_. -o. O. -o. -0. -O*48q64E 04 3ol4896_ 05 -0.27217E O_ -0. -I.O00_OEO_
-oo n.3_3_5t O_ -O*J53_SE 04 -O. O. t360BE O_ -0.13608E O_ O.27Z173 0_
RO_ l©
-0. -0. -1.000C0E 04 O. O. 0. _. O. ____ .... _O._Ya.5.E__
-0, -G._3355P O_ O. -0. -0. -0o81388E O_ -O.Z?_|7L 04 0.18979E 05 -0. -0.
-0. n. -0. -0. _0._721_E O_ 0.21g|7= O_ -0.5_33E 04
_0_ 19
-o. o. -o. -o. -o. -o. -o._5_s_o,o. O._S_SSEO*O.
. 0. 0. o. o. -0- O. -0. 0.14896E OS 0.33&Old_.
-0.81358_ 03 O. J3oG_k O_ O. o. -0. 3698E 04 -0.13608E O_ -O.2?2L/E 0_ ................
KO_ 2U
O= -o._35>E 04 0,3535_E 04 -O. -0- -0. 0. -0. -0, O*
O. n. O. o.. O, *l.O0030E 04 O. 0.13608F CA O.|4196E 05
-0.|1385L 0J 0. -0. -0. -0.1_0_[ 04 -O. 13a0eE 04 -0.272l¥E O_
0 . O. O. o. O. -0. 0. -0. -0.II}llE 0t -0.813_8E O_
0.225|4_ 0_ 0o -U. "_* -0*Z/21/E 04 -O.ZT211E O_ -0.54_)_E 0_
_. g. o. g: g. o o. -o. o. -o.• - . - . - • -0.35355E 04 O.35355E G6 0, 0.$3000F 0_-0.
-0. O.l_89bk 05 -O.4Ag_4E n_ -O.Z/2|TE.0& -0,1360u£ 0_ _.13_0_ _ 0.27217_ 34
RO_ 23o. _. o........ o. -o. -o. o.
-0.55355E 0_ (;.3_55L 04 O, -l*O_00_ 04 0* 0.35355E 04 -O. 35355_ 04 0. -O. -O*
-0. -0._0964_ 04 0.18_32E O5 -O,_l_eS_ 0J 0.13608E 04 -0.13605_ 04 -0*Z;2I/E 04 r
R_U Z_
0. O, 0. 0 ...... 0 ....... -_.O0_09LO, -0 ....
0.35_55E 04 -0.35_t! C_ -0. O. -0. -0. 0. -0. -0. -0.
-_. -0.21211E O_ -0,_I_08E 03 0.18979E 05 0,27Z_IE 04 -0.ZTZlTE 04 -0.54433E 04
Rfl_ Z5
O. O. O. O. O. O- O. O. O. 0.
O. Oo -0.1'608E O_ -O.I3_OBE 04 0.21211E C_ -0.13608E 04 0.13638E 04 -0,272_7E O_ -O*lJ60_f O_ -O. 13&OSE 04
-O.27ZI_k O_ -0.1360_[ 04 O.t_OaE 04 O*ZTZl_E O4 0.54_)3£ O_ 0. 0 ...............
R_ 2e
O. 0. O. O. O. 0. 0. O. 0. 0.
-\ _ O. 0. *0.13_08E n4 -0.13_0_! O_ O.27_IT[ 04 0.13608e 04 -0.136_8( 04 O,2_Z|_E 04 -o,|3b0_E 04 -0.|3608E 0_
-oo27217_ 04 0,1360_E 04 -0.1360_E 04 -0.2T_17_ 04 O. 0,54_33E 04 -0.
RC_ 27
_. O. 0. O* 0. 0, 0. O* . 0.. ~.0_. ........ _. 712111 04 0._7217£ 0_ -0.5_33_ 04 -u._TZ_TE 04 O.2721._ C6 -0.54433E O4 -0.272|7_ 0_ -0.272|TE 0_
-0.54435_ O_ t _72|It 04 "O*ZlZ[?£ t)_ -0._54)5E 04 O. -0. 0.21773_ 05
_t|GHT _41_lX
0. lSO00S 02 0.15CUOE 0_ O*|SO00E 0_ 0. tSO00_ 0_ 0*lS000C 02 0,|5000E 02 0.15030E 02 0.IS000E _2 0, IS000E 02 0. lS000£ 02
O,t_oot OZ (i.15OOOl o70,I_O00E O_ 0.15000[ 02 0.[5000_ O" O. 15000E O? 9.15030E 02 O.iSO00E 02 O*|5000E 02 O*L_OOOE 02
O.15000L U2 O*ISOOCL OZ 0.15000E102 O*tSO00E 02 O.1500_E O= 0,15000£ OZ 0. I$000_ O_ ................
L040 _l_lX
L_;4U L
_. _. o.,..... o,_. o. o.,,ooo,o,_. o. o.,,oo,o,_.• O.tSO¢OE O_ O. * 0.15000_ 03 O* • 3,150¢0E O) O* •
O.|S_OOL O_ O. O. O*iSO00F O_ O. V. O. tSO00t 03
Lg_D _
O. O.t_O0_[ OZ -O, iSOm,_ _ O. r,.tsuO0_ O_ O* O. O.15000F OZ O. 10_......
O*I_O00E O, -n.t_OO('E 02 O. 0.30000[ O_ -0.|5000£ 07 C, O,)O000E 02 -O.15000E 02 O* O.]O000E 02
! O, 0. u.30000[ o2 o. O, O*_O00E 02 -O.?_600t Ol
LOAO
O, "O*_JU7/! Ot "0.75000f nl O, -0.2307/_ PI O.?5000E O| O* -0.25077E Ol O*?5000E O| O.
-O._)07/| OI "0./50|)0_ OI O* 0.1_97E O? -0,/_000_ 01 0. 0,1269ZL OZ -O*?_000E 0| 0* OtL_.J_9_E Q,L
0.?$000| Ol O. 0.|76Q2_ O7 c,75000F O| _* 0._7_¥2E 02 0,
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TIPE aFTE_ $TlFrt, e$S _AT_J_ INV£RSIDt = 0('54U_
STATi_ OISPLALE_NIS
J_ LUAUI LI_AD_ LPADJ LO_O_ LO105 LOAD6
LO. U° O*
O* U. O.
0° O. O.
ZO. O_ O.
O° O. O°
O. U. U°
30. _. O.
0* U. O.
O. O° O.
_0° O. O.
0° _. O°
O° O. u°
0.0_CD62_50.0_4]_90o01979J45
O°O_71_bLO -0.01256081 -O.GO_e6uOT
0.029LTUZ60.0_l_U_o _.CI65_ZZ_
0o01&8_Ub? 0°00_60050 O.O_t_Sl_?
0.O351_t4_ U.O_8_75_ 0.0218_341
0.0382_q_50°OZ_Z?27_ O.OtO85_9_
8 0,01136c_ o0.O0_089Z7 -0.0_222C_
O*PO_U_674 Ool_L13_7 0.O3_9T0_
O.0_532oo9 _9.0L_75106 -o°00640761
Y -D.005Z_717 O.O(;_lJ_?0 0._nI_3541
O.OZ_IC_gZ 0.12_6_7e_ _._5135_3_
_.051637u$ -0°OZ_Z7_73 -O.OlIZlI_
10 O,OUlB_6 -G._u_31_ -O.Onl_O_
0.03_4Z554 O.126_4_ O.05_OTZ21
0°O_3Z1_18 -O.OIS_3V7 -o._o1_37Z5
a.u_GSll_Z O.1211q_4_ 0.o51_185_
0.026_$130 0.13133u0_ 0.05_9_U_
13 -D_OII7Z_5 n._u417117 0.OC13_13_
TIPC _PTE_ _TMZC L_PL_CE_E_; CALCULaTIOnS = 005_o_
_fAXlE _k_ LUAbS
J;A JT_ LO_l LO_D_ EOAO_ LCa_ LOX_5 LOAO_
12 -O° -O. -O.
1_ O* a. O.
2 3 O° O. O.
1 3_2,_9 2Z2-_3 10_.554 D* O. O.
3 _ _oOZ -_.24 -16.12
4 5 Z17,_8 -125._1 -6O.68
6 -IZ°51 -145°45 -4Z.71
5 0 0°_5 dl._5 32.5L
5 T -21oZ_ }O.}7 I1._
5 8 -_.15 IZ°2_ 6.23O
1| _,t3 -133.39 -_0.12
7 -_5°I_ -_7.6s -16.84
11 $7._4 2Z°_5 s2.34
8 l %6.7_ -L?.30 -B.81
0 lZ . ODD0 Zl.Zl -3.26
u 10 -z31.o7 14.3_ 34.5_
9 12 -21.4h -_6.83 -IS. 39
13 37.46 -ZI.6? -12.5_1 It -Zl._b 50.67 £1 4
IO 13 5_.39 -3U.04 -ZI.33 -_'
II iZ -ll5._O -_7.23 -_3.49
|1 13 )?,46 33o4_ 21.33
12 13 b_.39 17.01 12.58
tO 12 -1.05 -Z.zt -O._q
5 9 15.99 -11.4_ -_.17
E_UIL|_KIUH CHECK FCR LOADING I * "'_
l_ltlT XI-DIRLCTICN AZ-OI_EC|IO_ _}-O|RECTIO;I _/-fi.,_l O. ,1. -410.767S _ _-
$ O,OOOO -3,O00i
-O.OOOO -_'_6 -0. 000 -O.OOOO -_.OOOO
, D.oooo -D.OOOO-,.oooo -:_..8 O.O00O O.OOO0 -o. OOOO
9 -L_$*Ob$6 0,6OO_
o_oooo ., _tO 70.O5_ -O.OOOO O.000O
It 5q._436 O,OOOO O.O0_O - '_,_"
12 -qqo2376 OoOO0O OoOOOO "_
I} -O°GOOO O.OO00 O.OOOO
FOUIEIBRIU_ CH_CK F_R LOADING Z _<'_;
JOINI XI-UI_ECTleN "XZ-01_ECI,_N X3-GI_FCTIO_
I O, O, -170,6P15
2 17.634q '* -ZOO.$b_q
3 -25.6254 -12_.1519 285oZ938
-O. -IOZ._4_4 2_3,4665
$ 0,ODD0 -O.OO0O 0.0000
O.OOO0 -O,0O0O -O.OOOO t
;_ _ T O,bOOO O*OOOO -O,OOOO
8 -0.0000 -OoOOOO U.0OOO
9 51,_534 -0,OO00 -O.O00O '-"
tO -41,47q7 -n.O0OO O,OOOO
It |7,415_ O, O001 O.OOUO ,"
I_ -4_,3_86 O.OOOl -O,OOOO I
L3 "0.O0O0 O.0O01 -O.OOOO
LOdILI_RIUH CH_GK FOR LOADING 3 _(
• 45 i_
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O.SZOJUJb_L_I,_ O.UOGOL_3
! ¢.b3_5c2C-_! O.O0_GOOOG7
t u°o_9_6_-u! .).oOOOOOOO7
O.82_n_7t-_Z O.O000000e2
• O.72_952_3t-oz O._O_03OZO!
2 O.?05_0_71E O2 o._0000058_
_ OolZt3Z237E G_ 0o00000t013.t3_l]Ul_ O .c000ot386
CONPI.._IS0h £F EIGE*_V&I.UES ¢F A A_D C
TI_E AFTER P:GEt_VAtlIE CO_PUlATIO_S = O0_!
F_E_UEN£1_S
IZo37 29.78 3_o_b 36.17 4_°31 _7°_
NOD_ SHAPES
JT _O_EI
1 0° 0° O. O° C° _.
O° _. O. 0. O. O.
0o _o Oo O° 0o Oo
2O. O° Oo O. O+ O.
Oo O° O° Oo O° Oo
O. O° 0° 0. O. O°
3O. O° 0° O. 0° O°
Oo Oo _o 0o Oo 0o
o. o. _. o. o. _._0° u. ° O. Oo .
. O° O. 0° _° Oo• o 0. O° .
-0°05765129 0.0_2C1_12 O°t_88_T6 0°Z602622_ 0°t_955020 -0oZOlqd6_U
OobO_O_O0_ t.O_000000 0._3866267 -0.1S009t85 -0o081_4471 0_39294_05
9 O.O1576062 -0°00_87)7 -0.10_76_ 0o0223_22 0°0_10_$2_ 0°_69t_
-0.tO_b_fi O.O_ZT_I0 0°7_O|b10_ 0.O6|45129 O°Ogt2_t_ -O°?14qSJ3_ ._
t! 0.021_202_ -0.0_t73165 -0°0422Z15_ -0°|1_t,223 _°37815_05 0._16U_583 b
O°lt 2_1Z2 -0.09672_19 -0. t97182/Z 0.t51_3 0o_931537_ -0°O?_455_
13 _o0249L7_7 0°1_7o0893 -1.000000C0 0.?b6180_1 to00000000 O.|018_b00 ................... ._ 3
Oo_73_ldO6E 03 -U_22268295E-03 -D°3_9_6238E-O& -O*457763bTE-04 Q.70_TL899E-___..J..£3S_217_E-_3---- _ ,,_ _,_
-0._7Ut799_-03 0,2092]037t 0_ -0°83qz33_0E-0_ 0,28228760E-0_ 0._06Bt152}"(1_ -0,297_4639E-O_ • _1' _*
-O._blJC311_-03 -O. LI44_q2E'03 O.8365_BS|E O_ -0.79_4_703_-01 -P.l12751_b_2 -D.I_479_92E-O2
/
0,991821Z_-0_ O.lt36230_E-O_ -O,_51|ZlE-02 0.1_80_l_E-02 O,I_Db7302E 04 -O,3U_I7_BE-OI
0,B4_?$544E-0_ -0,_84_854E-03 -0,25_3_q41E-02 -_,2L3_2305F-0s -0°_09_21_-03 0, l_5_31b$E O_ ; ":
EIOKNALI_EO SPRIHG HA_RIX ...........
0.0q979099_ O_ -O,_l_6_2E-Ob - )*140_|_18b-Ob -_.tl_II672E-07 0,_6_$4_21_-0_ O*l _$601_1E'0_
- i
-0._68_7_[-0b O,cqq?gg99_ Ol -0_0_9_14_-0_ 0+_30_3_0E-0_ O.26260TS9_'07 "O*_S_?S_bTE'O/ ,)
-0*_5563_0_'06 -0, Z_IS_ISbE'01 0,0qqg_999E Ol -0+14_581E-01 "0,163_28ZlE'0_. .-0,_5_766_0_-06_--.
i
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0o_77419||_-07 Uo525ZI$19F-07 -O.ZgOBOBRSE-Ob O.3023ZI6_E-06 _ 0997qqqgE 01 -O.Z948025_E-07
Oo2_S_U_gt-e6 -N. IZLI_008F-06 -_o2_J6]_41E-O6 -0.157699_3E-07 -O°3JCU_Z93E-07 0_(_9999999E O|
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